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First Digital Voltmeter With

Mathematically Perfect Logic.

ISO

The first stepping switch voltmeter with mathemati-
cally perfect logic . . . and the first to be completely
transistorized! It's the NLS V-34, the latest instrument
to be developed by the originators of the digital volt-

meter. The exclusive new digital logic of the NLS V-34
allows readings to be made without cycling stepping
switches through all nine positions in each decade. For
the first time, "needless nines" are eliminated . . . the

result: longer switch life and shorter measuring time.

Check the exclusive features listed below.

"NO NEEDLESS NINES"
FOR FASTER MEASUREMENTS AND GREATEST RELIABILITY

MATHEMATICALLY PERFECT LOGIC -No numbers change
that absolutely do not have to change. Stable measure-
ments can be made of varying voltages.

STEPPING SWITCHES SEALED IN OIL -Each stepping switch
is mounted in an individual oil-filled container. No
manual lubrication needed. Oil bath extends life by
factor of ten.

PLUG-IN STEPPING SWITCH MODULES- Stepping switches
can be replaced as quickly as plugging in the meter.

FIRST COMPLETELY TRANSISTORIZED DIGITAL VOLTMETER

-

Even logic functions are performed by semi-conductors.

Switch points reduced to one-half those required by
"completely transistorized" competitive meters. Only
the NLS V-34 is transistorized to the fullest possible

extent.

SPECIFICATIONS
Range to ±1000 volts . . . Ratio to ±.9999 ... 10 Megohm
input impedance . . . 0.01% accuracy . . . Automatic range and
polarity changing . . . five-digit model also available.

Write today for complete information on the NLS V-34

Originators of the Digital Voltmeter

non- linear systems,

IflCe DEL MAR (San Diego), CALIFORNIA

COMPARISON
CHART

The few steps required by the

NLS V-34 to make a typical

measurement (3rd column) are

compared with the many re-

quired by competitive meters.

Note the blue "needless nines"

in the middle column.
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NLS — The Digital Voltmeter That Works. ..And Works. ..And Works!
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THROUGH

Acrylics BY GOODYEAR

You are looking through an airliner window of

stretched acrylic.

The plane is a Fairchild F-27— but it could be a

Boeing 707 or Douglas DC-8. For all of these air-

liners—and some of the latest military jet aircraft

as well— are using stretched Plexiglas* for windows

and canopy bubbles.

Leading fabrication techniques and design criteria

for low-cost mass production of stretched acrylics

have come from Goodyear Aircraft Corporation—
pioneer in this important field.

Goodyear Aircraft stretches Plexiglas in such a man-

ner that it is transformed into a tough, durable, craze-

and crack-resisting material without the loss of the

fine optical properties for which acrylics are known.

These same techniques make possible Goodyear

acrylic visors for pilot helmets—protecting their eyes

without impairing their vision.

For facilities, experience and skills in all phases of

acrylics fabrication — including similar operations

and stretching and forming— the company to contact

is: Goodyear Aircraft Corporation. Dept. 916-PD

Akron 15. Ohio.

ENGINEERED PLASTICS-a prime capability of

PjStiglas is a trade-mark of Rohm & Haas Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Aeronautical wind tunnel

located at University of Michigan

FOR A SCIENTIFIC CLIMATE..

There's a devotion to creative think-

ing that you sense the minute you
walk through the front door of the

Bendix Systems Division.

Located in Ann Arbor, Michigan

—a university town with big city

advantages—you may enjoy all four

seasons to the fullest. The year-

round sports and outdoor recreation

mean fun for you and your family.

Within the buildings that house the

Bendix Systems Division, the climate

is scientific all year 'round.

If you are an able engineer or

scientist seeking to apply your
imagination and ingenuity to the

problems involved in developing

new weapons systems, you will enjoy

the scientific climate at Bendix
Systems Division.

If you are interested in doing ad-

vanced study, you will find the

University of Michigan's fine Engi-

neering College next door. Bendix

encourages you to take advantage of

this opportunity by attending day-

time classes.

For information on a career in

systems research and development,

as well as a better way of life, you
are invited to write for our new re-

cruitment brochure. Bendix Systems

Division, Dept. K4-20, Ann Arbor,

Michigan.

Bendix Systems Division
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN
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^ APRIL 20 HEADLINES

Government Reconsidering Fast Tax Write-Offs

Decision—or lack of it—could make 1959 'boom' or 'bust' year

for industrial research in astronautics 19

Discoverer, Yes; Vanguard, No!
No attempts made to recover polar satellite capsule; magnetometer
try invalidated by second stage trouble 22

Ambitious NASA Program to Require More Funds
Congress may have to vote more than $485 million for space

agency's FY 1960 budget 24

MISSILE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

The Future of GSE
What will be needed when man enters the missile? 20

Goodyear's Approach for Atlas GSE 23

MISSILE ELECTRONICS

Nuclear Explosions in Space
Series by Prof. S. Fred Singer concludes with discussion of tech-

niques for detecting trapped radiation particles 26

Ultra-Sensitive IR Search System Developed by Avion
CODES system will be used for satellite tracking 32

THE MISSILE WEEK

Washington Countdown 13

Industry Countdown 17-45

I NEW MISSILE PRODUCTS

New Resistors 10 Times Smaller, Lighter

Daystrom markets resistors developed from micro-module concept 63

t DEPARTMENTS

Editorial 11 Letters 50

Propulsion Engineering ... 46 West Coast Industry 54

Soviet Affairs 48 Contract Awards 56

People 59

NEXT WEEK: Pictorial highlights of World Congress of Flight

The Optik, Suggested Measurement for Astro-
nautics.

THE F-104A with Sidewinder is

now "ready for combat" with

46th Fighter-Interceptor Squad-

ron at Wright-Patterson.

NEW MOBILITY for Honest

John is demonstrated by the Si-

korsky S-60 crane helicopter

which can carry a six-ton load.

INFRARED seeking Firestone by

deHavilland is carried on Hawker
Hunter in this recently released

photograph.

ELABORATE and costly flight

training facilities will be a part

of GSE when man enters the

missile (p. 20)
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FIELD TEST
ENGINEERS

Versatile, practical-minded engineers with a record of

accomplishment in the missile or aircraft business may
qualify for a field test position at Convair-Astronautics

— creators and testers of the mighty ATLAS
ICBIVI. A number of positions must be filled im-
mediately at various locations, from Cape Canaveral,

Florida, to Vandenberg AFB near Santa Maria, Cali-

fornia. "Astro's" field test operations are in two major

groups: Activation — coordination of construction and
the integration of support systems with facilities; and
Operations—the preparation, checkout and launching of

the missile itself.

Most important requirement for these positions is

versatility — that blending of education and experience

which equips engineers to think in terms of hardware

under field test conditions. An engineering degree and

missile test experience are most desirable, but a sound

background in related work can furnish the necessary

qualifications. Specific requirements are in ELEC-

TRONICS (R.F. communications, instrumentation,

missile control and guidance systems) MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING (pneumatics, hydraulics, propellant

handling and loading, mechanical ground support

equipment), and CIVIL ENGINEERING (establishment

of design criteria on missile facilities). There are also

outstanding opportunities for ENGINEERS AND
SCIENTISTS in many other areas and at all levels for

a variety of space programs under way at Convair-

Astronautics' San Diego headquarters. Our engineering

representatives will be conducting |NTERVIEWS
in these and other cities soon

:

ALBUQUERQUE. BALTIMORE, BOSTON. BUFFALO, CHICAGO. CLEVELAND. DAYTON,
DENVER, DETROIT, EL PASO, FT. WAYNE, INDIANAPOLIS. KANSAS CITY, LOS
ANGELES, MINNEAPOLIS. NEW ORLEANS. NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, PITTS-

BURGH, ST. LOUIS, SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS, AND WASHINGTON, D.C,

We invite qualified engineers and scientists to send a

detailed resume at once so advanced arrangements can

be made for a confidential interview. Write to Mr. G.

N. McMillan, Engineering Personnel Administrator,

Department 130-90.

CONVAIR/ASTRONAUTICS
CONVAIR DIVISION OF

GENERAL DYNAMICS
S516 KEARNY VILLA ROAD. SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA
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BULOVA CRYSTAL CONTROLLED VARIABLE FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS

Bulova Crystal Controlled Variable Frequency Oscillators are the

advance in electronics most engineers have been seeking.

Why? . . . Because Bulova VCF packages combine small size and high

repeatability with automatic frequency control or with a variation

of nominal frequency by application of external voltage.

The ranges available extend from lOkc to 20mc. Variation at lOkc is

up to 6cps, at 20mc up to 12kc. Resolution on these shifts is infinite,

it's dependent on stability and resolution of modulating voltage,

only. Drift, after stabilization, can be kept to less than 1 pp 10*.

These unique crystal controlled variable frequency oscillators are

only one of many recent advances made by Bulova Electronics.

For information on these units, or on how Bulova experience

in mastering component and system reliability can help your

program, write Department A-1231, today.

Bulova WATCH COMPANY

{nissiles and rockels, April 20, 1959
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ystems are

READY NOW FOR

2nd GENERATION

SPACE VEHICLES!

When''second generation" space vehicles

become operational, the readout of their

performance will be monitored by Brush
militarized equipment already in existence.

For instance, the 100-Channel Operations

Monitor that will record 100 channels of data

simultaneously - on a chart 12" wide!

Complex checkouts are simplified.

Or 2- and 6-channel systems (including

oscillograph and amplifier) ... or the combination
Analog and Sequential Recorder.

All equipment complies with Mil. E-16400,

Mil. E-4158, Mil. E-4970 and
other specifications as required.

For maximum reliability, equipment utilizes

fast-response electric writing, proven on
critical operational sites such as DEW Line,

Jupiter and Thor checkouts.

It will pay to get familiar with this equipment
now — before you are

confronted with prototype

design problems. Brush
engineers are available to

give you needed details,

or write us direct.

inrush INSTRUMENTS
DIVISION OF

37TH AND PERKINS CIEVITE CLEVELAND 14, OHIO

lissiles and rockets, April 20, 1959 Circle No. 5 on Subscriber Service Card.



from storage toX minus 1 .

.

complete

ground

CEC's design capabilities and facilities for developing and producing

complete missile ground support equipment is a matter of record.

Typical of CEC's ground support equipment are static and dynamic

checkout units for fuel systems . . . propellant utilization exerciser

systems. . .and electronic systems for telemetry, inertial guidance, and

control checkout. For full information, send for CEC Bulletin 3017-X4.

Consolidated Systems

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRODYNAMICS 300 N. Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena, Calif.

FOR EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES WITH THIS PROGRESSIVE COMPANY, WRITE DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL

Propellant Utilization System Exerciser
sequentially generates precise pressures

for the fuel and oxidizer channels at

25 preselected points on a scale from
zero to maximum, making possible

precise checkout.

m

io Circle No. 6 on Subscriber Service Card.

Pneumatic Checkout System is essentially

a go, no-go device that automatically

pressurizes and tests missile pneumatic
systems during storage and pre-

countdown periods. Sensing units detect

any malfunction, transmit signals

to automatic comparator.

missiles and rockets, April 20, 1959



editorial

We Educate Our Youth-Or Russia Will

U.S. industry has long shared a general concern
that the country's annual harvest of scientifically

trained college graduates was falling considerably

below an essential level and dangerously behind the

crop produced by the Soviet Union. But it has not

done enough about its concern.

Congress voted a loan program last year to

encourage scientific education, but student loan

money—long available from other sources—went
begging to a large degree. Young people have always

been reluctant to step out on their own with a heavy

debt over their heads. Individual companies and
associations have helped by providing scholarships

and making grants to colleges and universities, but

the administrative process of awarding these has

limited the number who could participate.

Now, with establishment of the National Merit

Scholarship Corporation, a means has been estab-

lished to provide the small or medium-sized com-
pany with a centrally organized, low-cost national

testing mechanism to help them make the best use

of available scholarship funds. And, because NMSC
runs the administrative end of the program, from
providing the academic testing to selection of the

winners, companies which provide the funds are

assured that 100% of their contribution goes to

scholarship winners to defray education expenses.

The National Merit Scholarship Corporation was
launched in 1955 with grants of $20.5 million from
the Ford Foundation and the Carnegie Corporation.

Since 1952 the Ford Foundation had been studying

the possibilities of a nationwide scholarship program
financed by private sources. One conclusion they

came up with couldn't have been too startling

—

that most of the more able students who dropped

formal education after high school gave lack of

sufficient funds as a reason.

There were other conclusions: with the U.S.

population increasing at the rate of three million

a year and with the Cold War continuing to de-

mand more and more of our industrial capacity, the

competition for skilled help has become much
sharper; that the lean crop of depression babies due

to reach productive manhood (age 25-34) in the

mid-1960's will be 700.000 fewer than today; that

one-third of the top quarter students graduating

from high school named science or engineering as

their first choice for a continued education; that

actually one-half of this one-third did not get to

college at all.

Industry, which had not done too much before

the advent of NMSC to ease the problem, in the last

three or four years has come forward with a substan-

tial beginning which reflects not only concern but ac-

ceptance of at least a share of the responsibility for

solving the whole scientific education problem. This

participation has gone up annually until some $12
million in scholarship aid has now been committed
and 2300 of the nation's most able students are

continuing an education which might otherwise not

have been possible. In addition, an increasing num-
ber of companies have been awarding scholarships

to children of employees on the basis of their per-

formance in the Merit competition.

The number of companies actually participating

in NMSC, to a large or small extent of the $12
million total, is 80.

We should like to see it stepped up to 800 and
$120 million—ten fold—because we face a for-

midable antagonist who has stepped up his not ten

but 20-fold. Russia's planning is long-range in view
and deadly in intent. There, education right through

the graduate and professional level is free and is

available, according to official USSR announcement,
"to everyone having the capacity to use it pro-

ductively."

Today's engineering student is tomorrow's build-

er, inventor, genius. The challenge as well as the

problem is clear. Industry, which has so very much
at stake, must recognize that this is among the

greatest of its responsibilities. Let's say that $12
million is a fair start, but only fair. And why only

80 companies out of America's thousands?

As another recently expressed it, we believe:

"The rule is absolute, the race which does not value

trained intelligence is doomed . . . tomorrow science

will have moved forward yet another step, and
there will be no appeal from the judgment which
will be pronounced on the educated."

Clarke Newlon
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Westinghouse Hipernik Casting

. . . cuts costs,

retains

magnetic properties

.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

MAGNETIZING FORCE (H) IN OERSTEDS

B-H curve for average precision cast Hipernik.

Investment casting eliminates costly machining of this

Hipernik magnetic alloy hysteresis clutch.

The field of electronics has created special metal problems. The
Westinghouse Metals Plant has accepted and solved some of

these problems.
Cast Hipernik® is particularly adaptable to the requirements

of missile control systems. Other applications in the electronic

control and instrumentation fields are transformer cores, pole

pieces, solenoids, torque motors, magnetic clutches and many
special magnetic applications.

The Westinghouse Metals Plant may be able to cut your costs

by eliminating unnecessary machining, yet delivering to you a
completely finished component ready for assembly. This modern
metals plant can furnish strip, sheet and bar stock in other mag-
netic and high temperature alloys. Write to: Westinghouse
Metals Plant, Blairsville, Pennsylvania. Our latest bulletin

on Hipernik will be sent to you by return mail. J-05005

vou can be sure. ..if its Westinghouse
WATCH "WESTINGHOUSE LUCILLE BALL-DESI ARNAZ SHOWS" CBS-TV MONDAYS
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Washington countdown

IN THE PENTAGON
Research and Engineering Director Her-

bert York and his new R&E office are taking

another long look at the Nike-Zeus AICBM
program. Two of the principal reasons: The
results of Project Argus and mounting pres-

sure to find a defense against missiles in the

face of Russia's increasing ICBM stockpile.

• • •

The Navy expects to have a fleet of five

commissioned Polaris submarines by the end

of next year. Three of the Nuclear subs will

be ready to be placed on station by next

summer—the earliest that Lockheed's Polaris

is expected by some officials to be operational.

• • •

The Navy is engaged in one of its hottest

behind-the-scenes fights in years. The issue:

Navy Undersecretary William Franke's or-

ganization study recommending abolishment

of restricted line officer billets and creation of

a Naval Technical Corps. Opponents charge

this means industry would soon find itself

dealing strictly with non-technical line officers

at the top of the Navy's big technical bureaus.

Insiders also charge the real reason for the

proposal is the Navy has fewer and fewer top-

drawer sea commands to go around.

• • •

The Pentagon is pressing ahead with $6

million-a-year program of research projects

aimed at developing low-altitude "flying

saucers" based on the principal of creating

a ground air cushion. They would range in

size from a dozen to 1,000 feet or more in

diameter. One huge model would skim the

world's oceans at possibly hundreds of miles

an hour and serve as a mobile seaborne land-

ing field or rocket-launching platform. DOD
will review all projects next month at a con-

ference at Princeton University.

ON CAPITOL HILL

A new public battle appears certain over

the on-again off-again U.S. program aimed at

developing a nuclear-powered airplane. The
Joint Congressional Atomic Research Subcom-
mittee will hold its first public hearings on

the controversial program later this month.
In the past, subcommittee members have re-

peatedly called for more action on the pro-

gram and administration officials have coun-
tered with public replies. But all hearings on
the program have been secret.

• • •

Space exploration may pay off in more
than glory for the first man to leave the Earth

in a space craft. Rep. Victor L. Anfuso (D-

N.Y.) has introduced a bill that would award
the first American spaceman a tax-free $100,-

000 prize. The bill would not require the

winner to collect in person.

• • •

The House Military Operations Subcom-
mittee will issue a report on its investigation

of management of the Air Force missile pro-

gram without holding further hearings. The
report is expected to be released in about a

month.

AT NASA
NASA project people are split on whether

the new family of Scout research vehicles is

really needed. One proposal is a three-stage

Vanguard which could be fired later this year
while Scout probably would take at least 12

to 1 8 months development time before produc-
tion. Systems manager selection for Scout is

still undecided with NASA laying plans for

fabrication "in house" at Langley. NASA's
Vanguard proponents say modified Vanguard
could do the job just as well as Scout and
perhaps at less cost.

AROUND TOWN
Top U.S. space experts will meet in

Washington June 29 for a two-day symposium
on space research. The symposium is being

sponsored by the National Academy of Sci-

ences, the American Physical Society and
NASA. It will end the academy's annual

meeting which opens June 27. The academy
also will hold symposiums on oceanography,

the atmosphere and some of the still secret

results of project Argus.

S3
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TRAC-TRED TURNING ROLLS
The U. S. Army Ordnance Michigan Missile Plant, operated by the

Missile Division of Chrysler Corporation had problems concerning the

handling of the Redstone and Jupiter missiles with their thin-walled

skin (aluminum) without damage, such as wrinkling, marring or in-

denting. Also how to position the missile when being X-Rayed and

having certain assemblies added as well as moving the large skin

from place to place.

Their solution to these problems was Aronson Rubber Trac-Treds

installed on specially built dollies: two (2) Idler double Trac-Treds

with rubber treds and staggered to give constant contact with the

skin and so positioned as to permit 90 degrees of the skin's surface

to be nestled and supported by the treds. These Idlers are placed

at either ends of the dolly. The Single-Rubber Trac-Tred Driver Unit,

also giving 90 degrees of surface

support, is located in the middle

of the dolly providing the turning

power. The Trac-Tred Driver unit

is 1 1 volt to enable the complete

unit to be moved to and worked

on anywhere in the large plant.

For Steady, Positive, Precision Rotation

of THIN-WALLED VESSELS use

ARONSON TRAC-TRED TURNING ROLLS

rOtlSOti MACHINE COMPANY
ARCADE, NEW YDPK=

WELDING POSITIONERS • TANK TURNING ROLLS • TURNTABLES
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BRUNSWICK "SHOOTS" THE RADOME RANGE TO 1200°F
Brunswick makes a new breach in

the'thermal barrier with newly de-

veloped non-metallic materials that

boost the temperature tolerance of

radomes and nose cones to 1000-

1200°F for limited exposure periods

— almost twice the previous limit.

This new advance in Brunswick's

Strickland 'B' Process of filament

winding opens a new chapter in

aircraft and missile designing.

New "SBP" filament winding results

in the highest strength -to -weight

ratios ever obtained in radomes and

nose cones with significant weight

savings over conventional struc-

tures. With unmatched electrical

uniformity, Brunswick builds them
to meet the tightest tolerances for

dielectric constants and compound
configurations. Brunswick offers

full electronic testing facilities.

Brunswick radomes and nose cones

now slice skyward on such super-

sonic aircraft as the advanced
Convair F-106; on such missiles as

the Boeing Bomarc and Lockheed

Q5. For details on Brunswick's

leadership in research, develop-

ment and testing, write: The
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Com-
pany, Defense Products Division,

1700 Messier St., Muskegon, Mich.

BRUNSWICK
MAKES YOUR IDEAS WORK
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The low-down on low-level missions

Let them hide that target in a deep gorge . . . surround it with jagged peaks . . . shroud it with

fog. A plane with an Autonetics monopulse radar system—like Republic's F-105—can find it at will

. . . day or night, rain or snow.

Lightweight, compact Nasarr is the only system in production that is equally effective for air

search, automatic tracking, air-to-ground slant ranging, and terrain avoidance— from sea level to

stratosphere. Accurate ground mapping rounds out Nasarr's uncanny versatility.

Autonetics builds Nasarr for the AN/ASG-19 armament control system— standard equipment

for advanced versions of the F-105. Like all Autonetics guidance and control systems, Nasarr

does its delicate work reliably under extremes of speed, altitude, and temperature.

Nasarr is one example of the type of system that is resulting from Autonetics' decade of

development in monopulse radar.

Autonetics A DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC., DOWNEY, CALIF.

REGIONAL OFFICES: WASHINGTON, DC. ANO DAYTON, OHIO

INERTIAL NAVIGATION / ARMAMENT CONTROL / FLIGHT CONTROL / COMPUTERS AND DATA PROCESSING
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industry countdown

STRUCTURES

Decision on air launched ballistic missile

contractor is now expected on or before

June 1. Why the rush and high priority?

Oliver M. Gale, special assistant to Defense
Secretary McElroy, says by 1963 SAC bomb-
ers equipped with ALBMS will be America's

"major instrument" of retaliation against

Russia. Gale indicates all other weapons sys-

tems will be secondary to ALBM, including

Polaris.

• • •

Highly secret Project Slam—an advanced
weapons system for the Air Force—is being

developed by Chance Vought Aircraft. No
one is saying officially what the project is

about. But Slam is thought to mean "Space

Launched Air Missile."

• • •

France's Nord Aviation is pushing produc-

tion of "tens of thousands" of S-10 and S-ll

anti-tank missiles for NATO countries. U.S. is

the main customer.

• • •

Expanding French research organization

S.E.P.R. is exploring cooperative tie-up with

German companies. Recently allied with

Italy's Bombrini-Parodi-Delfino, S.E.P.R. is

developer of liquid and solid fueled rocket

engines. Has operational a fighter plane, the

Dassault Mirage III A, equipped with both

jet and rocket engines.

• • •

First two artillery battalions to man the

Martin Lacrosse surface-to-surface guided

missile will be activated by June 25 at Ft.

Sill, Okla. Six more battalions are pro-

grammed.

PROPULSION
Rocketdyne is test-firing a 400,000-pound

thrust liquid propelled engine, which it says

is largest of type in this country. Slight modi-
fication is expected to boost thrust to more
than one-half million pounds. Engine appears

to be scaled-down version of one million

pound engine being developed for NASA

—

indicating single chamber of 1,000,000-lb.

class is not yet in advanced hardware stage.

• • •

Goal of $250,000 Aerojet-General feasi-

bility study is one-million pound thrust solid

fueled rocket motor which would quadruple

present capability. Aerojet believes study will

pay off in providing know-how for building

10-15 million pound thrust engines.

ELECTRONICS

Future replacement for transistors in some
uses is Naval Ordnance Laboratory's new
"solion"—which carries electrical charge by
ions in solution. Already applied in five ele-

mental types for different circuit arrange-

ments, unit is reported to be long-lived, stable,

light-weight and simple. It requires 1/100 to

1/1000 the power needed for a transistor.

• • •

Promising results are reported by the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards in laboratory in-

vestigation of two new test devices. They are:

a modified plasma jet, operating at up to

8000° C, to provide excitation for spectro-

graphic analysis of complex alloys (tests on
stainless steel samples were accurate to within

2% coefficient of variation) and a strobo-

scopic vibration analyzer. This instrument de-

termines aircraft and missile structural vibra-

tion characteristics for submicroscopic move-
ment. Device uses transducer or vibration

pickoffs for oscilloscopic display of amplitude

and phase relations of complex structures.

• • •

For master planning, overall design and
development of improved AIRCOM (Air

Force Communications Complex) ITT is set-

ting up a new unit—ITT Communications
Systems Inc. at Paramus, N.J.

ASTROPHYSICS
Data for AF space programs is being gath-

ered in series of flights to 115,000 ft. by 5 lA
million cu. ft. helium balloons launched at

Vernalis, Calif., by Cambridge Research Cen-

ter's Research and Development Command.
Instrumentation package is parachuted back

to earth while balloon rises until it is shat-

tered by expansion and cold in upper atmos-

phere.

SPACE MEDICINE
To determine space radiation effects upon

a human, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

has devised a mannequin called REMAB (Ra-

diation-equivalent Man, Absorption). Trans-

parent and containing skeleton, lungs and

solution comparable to human tissue, REMAB
is fitted with dosimeters to measure radiation

exposure.
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How To Specify Ground Communications

For a Missile Base
First , consider the supplier's experience and reputation. DuKane
Corporation, pioneer in electronic communication systems, has installed

ground communication equipment on such hases as White Sands,

Patrick AFB, and Fort Churchill . . . Second
,
get help from an expert.

DuKane's engineers are ready to help you. They've had wide

experience in all phases of communications, including giving direct

help to architects and consulting engineers in designing systems

to meet any combination of needs . . . Third , consider equipment and
flexibility. Of all the manufacturers of voice communication
equipment, only DuKane makes a truly complete selection: intercom,

public address, paging, background music, private automatic

telephone, wireless paging for key personnel, emergency and evacuation

systems, and hospital communication systems—in any combination

to form an integrated system of any size, a few stations to hundreds.

For missile base ground communications, come to the experts . . . Write or wire
DuKane Corporation, Dept. MR-1, St. Charles, Illinois. If you specify electronic

equipment, ask also for DuKane's chart of electronic equipment symbols.

NE CORPORATION
St. Charles, Illinois

Job-engineered sound installations . . . Flexifone intercom systems . . . Private automatic telephone systems . . . Hospita
communications systems . . . I o novae hi-fi tweeters and ultrasonic generators ...Sound slidefilm projectors for educatior

and industry . . . Electronic production facilities for industry and for defense.

DuK
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With government reconsidering

fast tax write-offs, will—

1959 Be Boost' or 'Bust' Year

for Space Research?

by William E. Howard

Washington—Importance to na-

tional security of winning the techno-

logical race into space is forcing the

government to reconsider its pre-

Sputnik decision to end fast tax write-

offs for industry this year.

Administration officials are moving
to extend rapid amortization provisions

for another four years and to relax the

regulations to include contractors for

NASA and possibly the Federal Avia-

tion Agency, M/R has learned.

Behind the move is a dawning real-

ization that industry's lack of ready
cash to plough back into basic research

may be slowing down and injuring the

nation's missile/ space effort.

Industry leaders say most compa-
nies are "not sufficiently healthy mon-
eywise" today. As a result, plans for

needed facilities and research are going
begging on the shelf. They blame much
of their predicament on:

• A sharp curtailment in tax write-

offs rammed through Congress in Au-
gust, 1957, by Sen. Harry F. Byrd
(D-Va.). This law expires Dec. 31.

• Renegotiation Board grabbing of

legitimate "extra" profits on incentive-

type contracts.

"Time is money," one Air Force
contractor said, "The brains to solve

R&D problems are available. It's a
question of using them. The more we
spend, the quicker we'll get the an-

swers."

• Cut to trickle—If industry were
allowed by the contract Renegotiation

Board to retain even 3% or 5% for

research it would make a "tremendous
difference," many spokesmen say. The
Pentagon is sponsoring a change in the

Renegotiation Act for precisely this

purpose. More important to industry,

however, is the ability to conserve

larger amounts of capital for research

through rapid amortization of ex-

pensive plants and equipment.

Since the Byrd law went into effect,

only a trickle of fast tax write-off cer-

tificates have been issued by the Office

of Civil and Defense Mobilization. The
total since June, 1958—about $100
million. Of this amount, approximately

$80 million has been certified for mis-

sile/space R&D (see accompanying
table).

And of the $80 million, companies
are being permitted to write off an

average of 65% over five years, instead

of the customary 20 to 40 years. So
the actual amount made available

through this device over the past 10

months amounts in current yearly de-

ferment to about $10 million—for the

entire industry. Previous deferments

run to approximately $35 million a

year. These will be used up by 1962.

•NASA pushing—A 1 1 h o u g h
OCDM originated the legislation now
being circulated through executive

agencies, it is understood NASA is the

prime mover.
Details of the proposed measure

have not been divulged. But officials in-

dicate that it would be a wide de-

parture from the Byrd law, embracing
all contracts ' involved with air-space

aspects of national defense. This could

mean a considerable liberalization of

present regulations which restrict

OCDM certificates to new research and
development for the DOD and AEC.

• Government paradox—A possi-

bility exists that this measure may
never be introduced in Congress, if it

meets with overriding objections from
Internal Revenue and the Budget Bu-
reau. Both these agencies view fast

write-offs as a "loss" in revenue.

(Continued on page 53)

OCDM RAPID AMORTIZATION CERTIFICATES

June, 1958-April, 1959

COMPANY PURPOSE

NO.
CERTIF-
ICATES

TOTAL
AMOUNT
CERTIFIED

%
ALLOWED

AEROJET-GENERAL Rocket propulsion 4 $2,012,000 (0
AVCO MFG. Ballistic missiles 1 438,000 (0
BOEING AIRPLANE Space vehicles &

missil es R&D 4 3,221,000 60-65
CALLERY CHEMICAL High-energy fuels

1 3,832,000 65
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING
SYSTEM Commu nications 1 1,102,000 25

CONVAIR Missiles 5 1,810,000 60-65
FAIRCHILD Missile engines

1 750,000 60
GENERAL ELECTRIC Missiles guidance 3 20,509,000 50-65
HERCULES POWDER Solid fuels

1 4,608,000 65
HUGHES AIRCRAFT Electron ic systems 3 1,738,000 65
LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT Missile fabrication II 3,139,000 60-65
MAROUARDT AIRCRAFT Missile engines 1 375,000 75
MARTIN CO. Missile R&D 10 3,322,000 60-65
OLIN MATHIESON Propuls on systems 2 908,000 50-60
MOTOROLA Electror ics 3 773,000 65
POTTER AERONAUTICAL Missile components 1 3,313,000 65
PRATT & WHITNEY Rocket engines 1 8,200,000 70
REPUBLIC AVIATION Missiles 1 5,570,000 65
ALBERT RIDINGER Rocket chambers 1 1,188,000 65
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS Electror ic 2 5,230,000 40
THIOKOL CHEMICAL Engine, fuel R&D 2 774,000 65-80
UNION CARBIDE Missile parts 1 3,472,000 50
WESTERN ELECTRIC Electror ic systems 7 2,043,000 50-65
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What will be needed in GSE—

When Man Enters the Missile

by Hal Gettings

Washington—Putting men into

space vehicles will change the entire

concept of ground support equipment,

demanding much bigger handling and

support vehicles, a far higher degree

of safety and reliability, additional

tracking facilities and landing and re-

covery systems—all at considerable

cost.

This is the opinion of Ben F.

Werner, ground systems branch man-
ager of Boeing Airplane Co., who con-

tends that the ground system has not

received early and proper emphasis be-

cause its importance has been dwarfed

by the vehicle itself.

Werner believes there is urgent

need now for a balanced effort in all

elements of the space program—espe-

cially in ground support—to meet the

new and fascinating problems in de-

sign, management and operation raised

by the requirements of a manned
operational system.

The accompanying graph prepared

by Werner shows, in terms of engineer-

ing manpower, the magnitude of the

ground support effort for a typical

manned space system. Costs of the

total system and of the ground sup-

Bigger percentage of engineering effort on GSE . . . GSE on par with flight development . . .

WERNER

port elements can be expected to show
a similar relationship.

Werner points

out that some
existing support
equipment and pro-

cedures can and
should be used in

future manned sys-

tems. However,
some requirements

will demand en-

tirely new ap-

proaches. They in-

clude:

1. The use of man as an integrated

part of the system;

2. Consideration of his safety and

well-being;

3. Increase of boost energy imposed

by the added weight, and

4. The fact that the vehicle will re-

turn to earth.

Each ground support job must be

thought of as one with many other

interrelated functions of an operational

system. Attention must be given to

research and development in new areas

and to extending the state of the art in

others.

• Propulsion—A larger propulsion

system means larger handling and

transportation vehicles, dollies, ani
cranes. Hoists will be required for

vertical lifts in excess of 100,000

pounds. Likewise, transport equipment

will be required to carry these loads,

some of which may be as long as 200

feet, and designed for critical shock

and bending stresses. A larger pro-

pulsion system means a bigger gantry,

possibly up to 300 feet high, with up

to 1500 tons of steel required.

One new design proposed by
Werner involves a multilaunch opera-

tional system wherein the vehicle and

its propulsion system are assembled

horizontally on a strongback in an

assembly and test shop and then rolled

to the launch area for erection by

3500-psi hydraulic actuators. For such

a system the explosive propellants con
ceivably may be manufactured at the

base rather than transferred cross-

country.

Propulsion systems based on exotic

fuels such as liquid hydrogen and

fluorine and, ultimately, nuclear fuels

will present new ground support prob-

lems. Recoverable boost stages may be

used for certain operational systems,

and recovery and recycle maintenance

of recoverable boosters will introduce

a whole new order of ground support
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missile support equipment

jobs and procedures.

• Safety—A higher degree of safety

will be necessary at the launch site.

Heretofore the launch area was cleared

and control personnel safely hidden
in a blockhouse well away from the

site. But in the manned system a man
will be sitting right on top of the

powderkeg. Fueling procedures and
last-minute servicing techniques must
be developed to insure the greatest

possible safety during this critical

phase.

The question then arises as to when
in the countdown the man should be
put in the vehicle. Is a system provided
for quick exit if something goes wrong
during final countdown? What part

will the man play as part of the con-
trol loop in the countdown sequence?

The reaction time of a manned
system will inherently tend to be some-
what longer than that of the unmanned
system. Means must be devised to

shorten this period. Methods and
mechanisms to put the man aboard are

in their infancy, but Werner believes

that rapid means to get the pilot to

his station may be accomplished by
employing elevators, tramways, or

hydraulic lifts. There is no question

that countdown time is at a premium
with a man aboard. It's possible that

certain countdown checks and func-

tions may be delegated to the man—

a

possible simplification of the unmanned
system.

• Increased reliability—The require-

ment of increased reliability is a tough
one. Previously, costs and simplicity

could be weighed against certain abort

and failure rates; now reliability must

be considered from the standpoint of

man's safety at the launch site. The
use of qualified proven equipment must
be emphasized—both for the vehicle

itself and for the ground support ele-

ments. Even though the man himself

may increase the overall mission reli-

ability, the test and prelaunch check-

out job does not obviate the need for

test equipment reliability, Werner said.

• Escape system—Providing an

escape system imposes further require-

ments on the ground checkout func-

tion. If an escape system is to be
effective, it must be capable of being

exercised at any instant. During the

flight phases the pilot has time to

evaluate the need for using the system;

but during launch and initial boost

he may be incapable of recognizing

the existence of trouble in time for

effective action.

This places an additional task on

the ground system. Closed-circuit op-

tical surveillance of the launch site and
other optical and electronic instrumen-

tation, tracking equipment, and com-
puters must be provided to allow in-

stantaneous and continuous evaluation

of boost system performance and pro-

vide for rapid use of the escape system.

An unobstructed area must be provided

close to the launch site for pilot abort

landing and safe recovery.

• Designed-ill maintenance—When
man leaves the atmosphere he must
carry along his own environment for

survival—air to breathe, pressure and
temperature control, nourishment, and
protection from radiation. Some of

these systems will demand servicing

and thorough checkout immediately

prior to launch, requiring either a

unique servicing system or equipment

and personnel on platforms high above

the ground, Werner said.

As an example, a five-hour orbiting

mission for one man would probably

require 200 pounds of liquid nitrogen-

oxygen for breathing atmosphere, 90
pounds of nitrogen for equipment con-

ditioning, 400 pounds of hydrazine for

turbine system accessory power, and

400 pounds of chilled water as a heat

sink for evaporative cooling of the

man and his equipment compartment.

These servicings would be topped

off immeditely prior to launch and
have automatic disconnects. In addi-

tion, cool-air servicing for the man's
compartment during prefiight checkout

would be necessary to reduce the de-

mand on the on-board expendables.

Another interesting requirement would
be meticulous cleaning in the compart-

ment to prevent any distraction to the

pilot caused by floating dust and small

particles during weightless flight.

• Communications—Adding man to

the space system increases communica-
tion system requirements. Both new
and existing facilities must be in-

tegrated into a global communications

network. Additional radar tracking

stations must be considered, since the

need for locating and recovering the

vehicle, particularly during an emer-

gency re-entry, would require a cap-

ability in excess of that in existence or

planned for. Ground tracking facilities

also may be needed to provide signifi-

cant flight parameter information to

Costly and elaborate launch complexes . . . Expensive training aids . . .
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Discoverer, Yes; Vanguard, No!

Polar satellite capsule is believed to have reentered;

magnetometer try invalidated by second stage trouble

che vehicle in case of primary navi-

gation system failure.

With a man in the system, two-

way voice communication would cer-

tainly be desirable. Such facilities

would permit transmission of informa-

tion to and from the vehicle and pro-

vide both a psychological benefit to the

pilot and an effective way of evaluat-

ing his condition and ability to com-
plete the mission.

• Recovery—The man in space

must be gotten back intact, healthy,

and willing to go out again on other

missions. This means that an effective

landing or recovery system must be
provided. Here the ground support re-

quirements are new and different from
those of an unmanned system, Werner
said. Landing sites must be prepared

and equipped for scheduled recoveries

and an effective and reliable system for

cases of emergency deorbit prior to

scheduled re-entry provided.

When touchdown is completed,
radiation cleaning and vehicle cooling

may be required before the pilot is

removed. Handling and transportation

of the vehicle back to the home
launch base would be the next job.

• Personnel training—Obviously,
the system must be manned with
trained, competent personnel. The pilot

and other crew members and the

ground support personnel must be
trained individually and as an in-

tegrated team. The training system
must emphasize the need for absolute

reliability throughout the system com-
plex. Personnel failure can be just as

disastrous as equipment failure.

All known training techniques and

training devices must be used. The use

of simulators is particularly important,

since actual training flights are much
too costly for extensive use. The train-

ing program must be designed not

only for the development of proficiency

but for the selection of suitable in-

dividuals for each of the demanding
skills. Finally, complete flight crew

confidence must be instilled and main-

tained in both the mechanical and

human elements of the system.

• Costs—Space systems, especially

manned systems, are going to be ex-

pensive. The word economical is dif-

ficult to use when speaking of such

systems, but extensive efforts must be

made to minimize the cost. The role

of the ground system must not, of

course, be emphasized out of propor-

tion to its importance, but since it does

represent a significant percentage of

total cost, a major contribution can be

made in this area.

by James Baar

Washinton—The United States

for the first time attempted a one-

two assault on space on the same day

with a double satellite launching.

The result: Success over the Pacific.

Failure in the Atlantic.

The Air Force at 4:18 P.M. EST
on April 13 launched a modified two-

stage Douglas Thor from Vandenberg
AFB. It successfully placed a 1600-

pound Discoverer II satellite into a

polar orbit ranging from 156 to 243

statute miles.

NASA at 9:49 P.M. EST the same
day launched a regular three-stage

Martin Vanguard from Cape Canav-

eral carrying two satellites. The sec-

ond stage failed to ignite and the rock-

et fell into the sea.

Scientists said they plan another

Vanguard launching carrying two
similar satellites—a 22.6-pound lolli-

pop-shaped cylinder and a 30-inch

inflatable plastic-aluminum balloon

—

in the near future.

• Mixed Success—Two prime goals

of the Discoverer II launching were:

—Testing of equipment designed

to guide and stabilize a satellite in

orbit for the first time, paving the way
for development of an observation

satellite.

—Re-entry and recovery of a 195-

pound capsule ejected from the Dis-

coverer on command. The capsule is

designed to carry animals into space

in future launchings.

ARPA, overall director of the

Discoverer test series, and the Air
Force said the first goal was achieved

along with successful testing of launch-

ing, propulsion and communications
techniques.

However, failure of a timing de-

vice made it impossible to eject the

capsule as planned near the Hawaiian
Islands where Air Force planes were
waiting to attempt to catch the capsule

with nets.

Still ARPA had an ace in the

hole—an automatic "fail safe" device

to eject the capsule on the satellite's

17th pass around the earth. Official

spokesmen said telemetered data indi-

cated the ejection took place over the

Arctic ice cap and the capsule's retro-

rockets and parachute were working.

• New equipment—The entire

19.2-foot satellite—actually the Thor's

Lockheed-built second stage—con-

tained the new stabilization equip-

ment designed by Bendix Aviation

Corp.

Previously, satellites have tumbled

as they orbited the earth. The stabliza-

tion equipment was designed to hold

this one steady in flight.

The satellite also contained a new
infrared horizon scanner designed by
Advanced Technology Laboratories

and an inertial guidance system pro-

duced by Reeves Instrument Corp. to

overcome previous guidance problems

of orbiting vehicles.

A Lockheed telemetry system

capable of making more than 10(1

measurements radioed performance

data to tracking station at Vanden-
berg, Hawaii and Alaska.

A total of 165,000 pounds of thrust

put Discoverer II into orbit. The
liquid-propelled Rocketdyne engine of

the Thor provided 150,000 pounds.

The liquid-propelled Bell engine of the

Lockheed second stage provided the

remaining 15,000.

The Thor weighed over 100,000

pounds. The second stage weighed

8400 pounds before launching.

The two-stage vehicle placed Dis-

coverer II in a nearly circular orbit

with an orbital period of 90.84 min-

utes. Its estimated lifetime was about

one month.

Launching of the big satellite was
the first major success in the Dis-

coverer series. The first Discoverer

launched Feb. 28 from Vandenberg
was believed to have gone into orbit,

but because of a transmitter failure

the Air Force was unable to track it.

The Vanguard failure was the

seventh out of nine Vanguard launch-

ings attempted so far.

The lollipop satellite contained a

highly sensitive magnetometer designed

to provide much-sought data about the

earth's magnetic field.

The magnetometer—the most so-

phisticated used to date—makes its

measurements on the basis of the free

precession of protons around an elec-

tric current. It was developed by

Varian Associates.

The .44-pound balloon would have

been inflated with nitrogen after being

ejected from the payload. It would
have measured the density of space.
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COVER STORY:

CRADLE FOR Atlas missile begins to take shape as I beams and cross

braces are welded together.

OVERALL produc-

tion line at Good-
year's Arizona plant.

Long framework in

center is 74-foot

transport trailer near-

ing completion.

Goodyear s

Approach

for

Atlas GSE

Phoenix — Goodyear Aircraft's

Arizona Division is now producing
a new line of mechanical ground sup-

port and launching equipment for

Atlas. Some $4 million in add-on
orders recently were received from
Convair, bringing production to a
new high.

Equipment being produced at

Litchfield Park includes a missile

handling trailer, an allied booster

handling trailer which transports the

missile's booster separately and can
position itself back-to-back with the

missile trailer for installation pur-

poses, engine gimbaling support

stands, erection boom, its support

and associate drive mechanism, and
alignment rails and gages.

Goodyear points out that the new
GSE permits rapid erection of the

Atlas to launch position and quick

replacement by another missile soon
after firing. The familiar 13-story

gantry tower, an integral part of pre-

vious Atlas launching complexes, is

eliminated.

Goodyear has been associated with

the Atlas program since 1955 when
the first of a number of giant over-

the-road transport trailer-erectors was
built here. The transport has been
used to carry the 80-ton ICBM to

various test centers, including Cape
Canaveral. The Arizona plant also

produces ground support equipment
for Martin's Mace. Other work on
Mace is being done at the Akron
plant.

A multi-million expansion pro-

gram for constructing acoustic cham-
bers for testing electronic equipment
is underway at the Arizona division.

The new facilities will enable Good-
year to conduct studies on a wide
variety of problems created by sound
waves of space age vehicles. Sound
pressure levels of 150 db in a fre-

quency range of 37.5 to 10,000 csps

will be produced in the test chambers.
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NASA May Have to Ask for More Funds

Eight satellite launchings, 2 space probes and 45-50 sounding rockets

may require additional funds above requested $485 million

Washington—NASA could spend

more money fruitfully in fiscal 1960
and the civilian space agency may
have to ask Congress later for more
than its presently requested $485 mil-

lion FY budget.

These are impressions gained from
reviewing the testimony by NASA's
technical experts before a subcommittee
of the Senate Aeronautical and Space
Sciences Committee.

The agency outlined a program
which includes the launching of eight

satellites, two space probes, and from
45 to 50 sounding rockets during

1959; and six satellites, four space

probes, and from 90 to 100 sounding
rockets in 1960.

NASA's budget requests are based
on the premise that certain vehicles,

propellants, and scientific instruments

will not be ready for use in FY 1960,

and that R&D on future space systems

will only need to be funded at a budget-

predicted rate.

But extra funding will be needed
to take advantage of the time saved if

technological breakthroughs occur in

any of these fields.

Vehicles which NASA expects to

be the work-horses in space research

during the next few years but which
are not expected to be ready for use

in FY 1960 are Scout, Vega, and
Centaur.

Scout, a four-stage solid-propellant

satellite launcher and sounding rocket,

can orbit 150 pounds at 300 miles and

send 1000 pounds in a vertical probe

to 12,000 miles. Its test firing date is

late this summer. Production is ex-

pected in June, 1960. It is funded in

the FY 1960 budget for only $2 mil-

lion, and yet its cost per vehicle is

$500,000.

Vega, is a modified Atlas with a

General Electric Vanguard engine

which has start and restart capability

as its second stage, and a 6000-lb.-

thrust storable solid 6K engine by

JPL as its third stage. It is scheduled

to put a 5800-pound meteorological

satellite in a 300-mile orbit, a 740-

pound communications satellite in a

22,400-mile orbit, and to send large

payloads of 1000 pounds or more to

the moon and nearby planets. First

firings are due late in 1960 and its

production date is expected to be some-
time in 1961. It is funded in the FY
1960 budget for $42.8 million.

Centaur, a modified Atlas, with a

high-energy liquid oxygen and hydro-

gen engine (Pratt & Whitney) as its

second stage and the JPL 6K on top,

has a greater lift capability than Vega
and will be ready at approximately the

same time. It is funded for $41 mil-

lion in NASA's FY 1960 budget.

In the FY 1959 budget NASA was
able to transfer funds from one project

to another as technology advanced.

But many NASA scientists believe R&D
projects in the FY 1960 budget will

not be as flexible as they were in

FY 1959.

Technological advancements in nu-

clear engine research since NASA pre-

pared the budget could make this pro-

gram demand more funds. In the FY
1960 budget, Project Rover is funded
for $2 million and nuclear engine R&D
is funded for $8 million.

Another project which could upset

the budget, if it progressed faster than

expected, is the one million pound
single chamber engine (Nova) which
is funded in FY 1960 for $30.2 million.

Most of the FY 1960 experiments

will use existing hardware, and instru-

mentation which is ready now or in

the near future. The difference between
sending six probes, or 16 probes into

the solar system of the type NASA
contemplates, is largely a matter of

money.

The House last week approved an

Administration plan for increased

spending on the Mercury program.

It passed and sent to the Senate by

voice vote without audible dissent an

Administration bill authorizing an

appropriation of $48,435,000 in sup-

plemental funds for NASA for the cur-

rent fiscal year. The actual cash would
be provided in a later appropriation

bill.

The requested supplemental funds

include $20,750,000 for research and

development, all of it earmarked for

the manned space flight program

—

Project Mercury.

The measure also authorizes $24,-

250,000 for construction and equip-

ment and $3,354,000 to cover cost to

the agency of federal pay raises en-

acted by Congress last year.

Orlando Expansion

Las Vegas—Two items were up-

permost among industry at the World
Congress of Flight:

( 1 ) Northrop is hoping to get AF
support for its concept of a space

trainer, possibly using a modified

T-38 trainer and;

(2) Companies interested in com-

mercial space flight applications may
have to finance a new facility like

Palmdale, probably in Orlando area

with flights at the Cape.
AEROJET-GENERAL will supply the solid fuel second stage

for NASA's "all-purpose" Scout vehicle.
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Nuclear Explosions in Space

• Many techniques exist for detecting trapped particles

• But high-altitude bursts at some latitudes might leave no traces

• Adequate inspection procedures may be difficult to establish

Last of four articles by

PROF. S. FRED SINGER

Washington—It is difficult to over-

estimate the scientific importance of

high-altitude atomic tests as a tool for

probing the environment of the earth.

The principal announced result of the

Argus tests—the finding that the shell

of trapped electrons remains fixed in

position in space—already tells us a
great deal about the origin of the

earth's natural radiation belts.

In addition to satellite measure-

ments of the Argus electrons trapped

in the magnetic field, there are a va-

riety of unconventional scientific meas-
urements which would reveal much
about the properties of the outer at-

mosphere of the earth, its state of ion-

ization, behavior of the magnetic field

out to a distance of several earth radii,

and the propagation of hydromagnetic
waves in this medium.

The various scientific methods for

detecting the effects of space bursts

have rather obvious political signifi-

cance as well. The immediate question

raised by the Argus tests is whether it

26

is possible for a nation to conduct

atomic explosions in space in secret. Or
can all tests conducted in the upper

atmosphere be detected by suitable ob-

serving stations either on the ground
or in balloons, or with satellites?

It must be remembered that atomic

tests at high altitudes produce no seis-

mic effect, negligible (if any) fallout,

and of course no blast effects.

Nature and Origin of Earth's

Radiation Belts

Through a fortunate circumstance

the Argus tests released electrons which

attached themselves to a line of force

going out to about one earth radius. It

so happens that at this distance (4000

miles) we have the minimum between

the inner and outer radiation belts of

the earth. The Argus observations can

now be used to shed important light

on the origin of the natural radiation

belts of the earth.

The outer belt, it is now generally

agreed, has its origin from the sun. A
theory for the trapping of solar cor-

puscular radiation was developed by
the writer in 1956 and can now be

used to calculate the expected radiation

intensity distribution with altitude and

latitude.

• Nature of outer belt—Here the

theory comes to the following con-

clusion: A most reasonable explanation

of the observed distribution with alti-

tude is that the particles are low-energy

protons and electrons (below one mil-

lion electron-volts). The particles can-

not be energetic protons (which could

penetrate the rocket's skin), and they

cannot be very energetic electrons

either. It is most likely that rather soft

electrons produce X-rays that finally

set off the counter.

The falloff of the radiation intensity

with altitude in Fig. 1 is predicted by

the theory; it gives us the maximum
number of particles that the earth's

magnetic field can trap. The distribu-

tion along the line of force has been

calculated from the distribution of the

pitch angles of the trapped particles. It

can be seen rather easily that the num-
ber of particles with small pitch angles

(able to penetrate far along the line

of force) is rather small. Most of the

particles trapped have pitch angles near

90° and therefore move nearly at right

angles to the line of force and are in-

cident from that direction.

• Inner belt—When trapped radia-

tion was found in the Explorer satel-

lites in May, 1958, it seemed to the

writer that the trapped solar radiation

could not get down this close to the

earth at the equator. In looking for

other sources of trapped radiation, we
found a possible source in high-energy

neutrons produced in the earth's at-

mosphere by incident cosmic rays.

Those neutrons which are emitted in

an upward direction move outward

along straight lines. Only after they

decay into a proton and electron can

the magnetic field become effective.

As shown in Fig. 1, the neutron

theory leads to a radiation belt close

to the earth's equator with a maximum
at low altitudes. The trapped radiation

missiles and rockets, April 20, 1959

Soviet Claims Discounted
It is interesting to> examine the claims of certain Russian astrophysicists that

the inner radiation belt is the result of explosions of U.S. hydrogen bombs in

Nevada. This statement can be attacked on a number of grounds. In the first

place, any radiation released from H-bomb explosions, even if it could get into

the trapping regions, would have a very short lifetime—of the order of days

—

whereas the measurements show that the inner belt is rather constant with time.

Furthermore, if the inner belt indeed consists of hard (energetic) protons,

then there would be no way to account for it by H-bomb explosions.

There has been speculation in the press that the Russians really referred to

the Argus tests, which had not been announced at that time; but this cannot be
believed. In the first place, they spoke very clearly of the inner belt; secondly,

had they measured Argus electrons in the Sputnik they would have noticed their

very short lifetime and could have drawn the proper conclusions; we can there-

fore be reasonably sure that they did not in fact make such observations. It

appears more likely that their statements were politically inspired, particularly

since they were coupled with the assertion that such atomic tests creating radia-

tion belts also affect the earth's weather. That statement cannot be supported
by facts.
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itself should consist of very penetrating

protons of the order of 100 million

electron volts. Experimental data by

the University of Iowa group seem

now to support the prediction of the

theory and indicate that in fact a sub-

stantial portion of the inner belt radia-

tion consists of penetrating protons.

The point of view concerning two
independent sources of trapped radia-

tion is not universally accepted. One
school of thought holds that trapped

solar radiation may diffuse downward
towards the earth's equator and set up
the maximum at low altitudes.

But, as has been pointed out by
Christofilos, the constancy and fixed

position of the Argus electron shell

shows that such diffusion through the

earth's magnetic field probably does

not occur. It therefore gives great sup-

port to the point of view that the two
belts of the earth are indeed of sep-

arate origin: the outer belt from an

outer origin—i.e., from the sun; and
the inner belt from an inner origin

—

i.e., effects of cosmic rays on the

earth's atmosphere.
• Countermeasures—The outer (so-

lar or soft) belt probably presents no
great problem. But if the cosmic ray

neutron theory is indeed confirmed by
further measurements, then the inner

hard belt presents a hazard to space

flight—a manned vehicle operating in

this region for long periods of time

would have to carry a large amount of

shielding. Without it, doses of a few
roentgens per hour would be experi-

enced.

Also, if the neutron theory is cor-

rect it predicts long lifetimes for the

trapped particles of the inner belt and
a small rate of supply. Once the par-

ticles are removed, for example by ab-

sorbing them in some way, it will take

several months or years before they are

replenished. If we operate large satel-

lites in the region of the hard belt, they

will intercept a large number of trapped

particles and absorb them, thereby

sweeping out the inner belt region and
making it safe for manned operations.

In view of the support from the

Argus tests, the sweep proposal for the

inner belt is greatly strengthened.

One method of removing particles

from the inner belt suggests it-

self—to use carefully controlled

atomic explosions in space. By releas-

ing rather non-penetrating fission par-

ticles which can disturb the magnetic
field, the magnetic field disturbances in

turn can release trapped radiation belt

particles and dump them into the at-

mosphere. Calculations by the writer

show that this scheme represents a dis-

tinct possibility for reducing the cos-

mic ray belt's intensity.

Unconventional Scientific

Measurements

Radiation trapped in the earth's

magnetic field can be measured di-

rectly by satellites or space probes. In

addition, a variety of detection methods
can be used from the ground or from
balloons to investigate related effects

produced by atomic explosions in space.

One of the most interesting phe-

nomena to observe would be the occur-

MAGNETIC
NORTH POLE
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FIG. 1—Radiation belt intensities calculated from theory. For the inner belt, consisting mainly of hard (penetrating) protons, actual

counting rates can be calculated. For the outer belt, made up largely of soft (easily shielded) electrons and protons, relative inten-

sity distribution is calculated; the actual intensities will change, as will the position of the belt, depending on the amounts of fast

plasma shot out from the sun. Location of Argus radiation is shown along the line of force reaching out to two earth radii (8000

miles from center of earth, or 4000 miles above sea level).
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FIG. 2—(at left) Exploded view of ultrasensitive microbaruiueter which could be used to measure pressure pulses from atomic
bursts in space. Black box contains Decker Corp.'s 1-42 transducer (Courtesy Prof. W. Kasner).

FIG. 3—(at right) Large disk-shaped plastic scintillator for observing effects of incident fission electrons in the lower atmosphere.
Light from the scintillation is guided by a cone (not shown) into a sensitive DuMont photomultiplier which puts out an electrical

voltage pulse (Courtesy Prof. W. R. Webber).

rence of magnetohydrodynamic pulses

produced in the earth's outer atmos-

phere by atomic explosions, principally

by their fission fragments. We have

calculated the effects to be expected

and find that the waves would propa-

gate with speeds of the order of several

hundred miles per second; they would
follow very closely along the magnetic

lines of force and would be mostly

reflected when they are incident on
the earth's ionosphere at several hun-

dred miles altitude. However, their

effects could be detected at sea level,

at balloon altitudes, in the ionosphere,

and higher.

Above the ionosphere one direct

way of looking for magnetohydro-
dynamic waves is with a rocket or

satellite-borne magnetometer. One ex-

pects to find waves which are pro-

duced naturally in the auroral zone

by trapped solar corpuscular radia-

tion. They have a characteristic spec-

trum whose form can be calculated

from geophysical data.

These waves should also produce
magnetic effects at sea level, and in

fact magnetic effects are observed in

auroral latitudes, the so-called geo-

magnetic micropulsations. We believe

that they are produced by magneto-
hydrodynamic waves above the atmos-

phere and would expect that atomic

explosions will similarly produce such

micropulsations at sea level. We have
calculated the characteristic magnetic

"signature" of an atomic explosion and
find that it should lead to a decrease

in magnetic field which is rather sharp,

followed by a recovery and a slight in-

crease. The effects observed below the

ionosphere are of course smaller than

those above the ionosphere.

• Balloon detection—An important

tool for observations is the balloon

platform. It is still the only means
for making high-altitude studies over

a long time at a relatively fixed geo-

graphic position.

Extremely interesting measurements
can be made at a location where such

a magnetohydrodynamic wave is in-

cident. As the energy of the wave
couples from the ionosphere to the

lower neutral atmosphere a small frac-

tion of the energy goes into acoustic

form. A highly sensitive microbarom-
eter has been designed (see Fig. 2)

which may be able to pick up and

"listen" to atomic explosions in space.

Its high sensitivity is due to its unique

design as well as to the use of a newly-

developed ionization transducer.

From balloons one can also observe

the incidence of trapped electrons into

the upper atmosphere. A fraction of

one percent of these electrons will

produce gamma rays before they come
to rest. These rays have a considerably

greater range than the original elec-

trons and will therefore propagate down
to altitudes as low as 70,000 feet.

The most sensitive instrument for de-

tecting their presence is a so-called

scintillation crystal coupled with a

sensitive photomultiplier. An example
of such instrumentation designed for

balloon operations is shown in Fig.

3. Its large collecting area gives high

sensitivity for incoming gamma rays.

• Artificial aurora—Most of the

particles from the explosion, when inci-

dent on the upper atmosphere, will pro-

duce excitations of atoms and there-

fore an artificial aurora. It could be

observed from the ground or from
airplanes if it occurred at night, but

to observe an aurora during the day-

time requires special optical equipment
carried in balloons. A spectrograph de-

signed for automatically recording day-

time aurora is shown in Fig. 4. It uses

a concave grating "blazed" in the red

where much of the energy of the

auroral emissions is concentrated, and
incorporates various features to reduce

the effect of the daytime sky bright-

ness.

• Artificial radio "whistlers"—

A

further consequence of an atomic ex-

plosion in space is the creation of a

large number of ionized particles. As
positive and negative particles become
separated, at least for a short time,

the sudden creation of a charge dis-

tribution should produce a radio signal.

The very low-frequency radio waves
propagate with low speeds very nearly

along the line of force. But, as has been
observed for natural "whistlers" pro-

duced by lightning discharges, the

higher frequencies move with slightly

higher speeds. As a result they arrive

first, and what is observed on the

ground is an audio tone which starts

with high pitch and drops to low pitch

in a second or so; hence the name
"whistler." The necessary receiving

equipment may consist only of a long

wire antenna feeding into an audio

amplifier.

• Artificial radiation belt—The va-

rious scientific measurements dis-

cussed above are of course important

for telling us more about the inter-

action of charged particle radiations

with the earth's magnetic field and the

earth's outer atmosphere. In turn this
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leads to badly needed information

about the outermost atmosphere, the

so-called exosphere.

For example, by comparing the

theory of the radiation belt with experi-

ments, it should become possible to

measure and determine the atmospheric

density in the exosphere.

A much more convenient method
for studying the exosphere or the

magnetic field is by artificial injec-

tion of particles to form artificial

radiation belts of the earth. The use of

accelerators carried in rockets and
satellites has been suggested indepen-

dently by Christofilos and by the writer.

Such experiments would allow us to

test in detail the atmospheric density

at various levels above the earth and

to monitor continuously the state of

affairs of the earth's magnetic field

above the ionosphere to determine

whether it is quiet or disturbed.

Inspection of Atomic Explosions
in Space

Aside from their scientific appli-

cations, the detection methods dis-

cussed determine whether atomic bursts

in space can be detected or can be

carried out in secret—a very pertinent

question in view of current efforts to

set up an international test ban for

nuclear weapons.

It is difficult to give a definitive

yes-or-no answer since so much in-

formation on the effects of high-alti-

tude atomic bursts is based on theory

and not on direct measurements. But

the following conclusions stand out:

An atomic burst at high altitudes,

say above 1000 miles or more, should

lead to trapped radiation which can

easily be detected by means of satellites.

FIG. 4—Spectrograph designed to de-

tect daytime aurora from a balloon.

Half of the cover has been removed

to show concave grating which is

"blazed" to put most of light com-

ing through slit (upper left) into red

portion of the spectrum. Recording

is done with specially sensitized film

in cassette (upper right). Holder for

filmstrips is shown next to spectro-

graph. Basic design of instrument fol-

lows that of Dr. R. Tousey, Naval
Research Laboratory (Courtesy Profs.

H. Griem an«: E. Hinnov).
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However, if the line of force along

which the explosion takes place is

at an auroral latitude, then the radia-

tion released may blend in with the

naturally present auroral radiation and
might escape notice. For polar (mag-
netic) latitudes (above the auroral

zone) the earth's magnetic field is no
longer able to trap particles and they

will escape into interplanetary space.

A different problem is posed by
explosions at rather lower altitudes,

of the order of 100 to perhaps 500
miles. As explained earlier, if the

burst takes place over a magnetic

"high" then practically none of the

radiation will be trapped; it will in-

stead be dumped into the opposite

hemisphere.

Reference to our magnetic map
(Fig. 1 in part 3 of this series) shows
that it would be extremely difficult

for the Russians to carry out an opera-

tion like Argus and escape detection.

It is not possible to dump radiation

into the Russian ionosphere without

at the same time trapping a large

fraction of the radiation for several

days.

While effects occurring in the iono-

sphere above Russia might escape detec-

tion by Western observers, effects in

the immediate vicinity of the explosion

could be detected. Scientific methods
for measuring the state of the iono-

sphere, in particular the propagation

of radio waves, could indicate the

occurrence of atomic tests. But setting

up adequate inspection procedures may
turn out to be a difficult technical

problem because of the lack of ade-

quate data.

Although U.S. negotiators have pro-

posed only barring nuclear tests up to

30 miles in altitude, it is conceivable

that a nuclear test ban may include

tests in space as well as in the atmos-
phere. In that case, Project Argus will

go down in history as a unique peace-
ful application by the United States

of nuclear weapons designed for des-

truction. There is little doubt, to my
mind, that Argus constitutes one of

the truly important geophysical experi-

ments of our time.

Hughes Develops Complete
Radiation Lab Service

Cleveland—A package radiation

test laboratory including a robot "hot"

material manipulator has been develop-

ed by Hughes Aircraft Company. An-
nounced at the 1959 Nuclear Congress
and Atom Fair, the company said it

will provide a complete service for

radiation facilities and lab equipment
to meet specific customer requirements.

The service will include a "Linac,"

an extremely high current linear elec-

tron accelerator. Reported to be the

"most powerful of its kind," it is con-

sidered to be less expensive than a re-

actor and, under certain conditions, is

better for performing nuclear research.

Nuclear reactor radiation simulators,

cobalt radioactive sources, gamma or

neutron Linacs, pulse or test reactors

can also be provided. A gamma Linac

now being manufactured can be used

for flash testing components by bom-
barding them with a short, intense

pulse equal to the radiation of an

atomic or hydrogen bomb. The travel-

ing-wave type of linear electron accel-

erator operates at 10 megavolts or

more.

The manipulator, Mobot Mark I, is

designed to work in dangerously radio-

active rooms. It can even operate in

deep water, the company said. Look-
ing much like a fork-lift machine, the

device is operated remotely from a

console control center.

A microphone and closed-circuit TV
provide "ears and eyes" for the oper-

ator. Capable of operating with twee-

zer-like care or with a 200-pound
squeeze, Mobot can be directed elec-

trically or by radio.

The equipment will be sold to re-

search institutes and universities in ad-

dition to industry. The Linac acceler-

ators and pulse reactors are being used

to "flash test" parts used in the arma-

ment control systems of Air Force all-

weather interceptors.

Hughes says the Linacs are far

cheaper than reactors and under some
conditions can serve the purpose bet-

ter for facilities wishing to conduct

nuclear research.
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Avion Develops New IR Search System

CODES, built around commutating infrared detector,

will be modified for satellite tracking

by Charles D. LaFond

Paramus, N.J.—A significant de-

velopment in air-to-air infrared (IR)

search systems was demonstrated for

the first time at the World Congress

of Flight in Las Vegas. It offers 10

times the sensitivity of other IR search

receivers and three times the range

of any known small air-to-air missile,

according to its developers, Avion
Division of ACF Industries, Inc.

Key to the advance, Avion said, is

the use of an "ac commutating" IR de-

tector. Avion's chief research consultant,

Joseph Schwartz, developed the corn-

mutated cell technique and was respon-

sible for building the first demonstra-

tion system.

Under a prime contract for the

Air Force Cambridge Research Center,

a modified version of the system is

being developed by Avion for satellite

detection and tracking.

The company believes that the

commutating IR detection system,

called CODES, demonstrates the

feasibility of a low-level storage and
sampling technique for achieving high

sensitivity and fast coverage. Of simpli-

fied design, the multichannel wide-field

receiver employs single-channel elec-

tronics. Its developers believe CODES
provides many advantages over con-

ventional multi-element systems, andi

does so with a single amplifier.

The demonstration receiver, (Fig.

1 ) , is packaged in a case measuring

8 x 13 x 7 inches overall. Including

a five-transistor amplifier, the whole

system weighs only 15 pounds. (Table

1 is a partial list of parameters.)

• Past efforts—In the design of in-

frared search sets, much effort has been

applied to increasing detection sensi-

tivity and reducing equipment com-
plexity. Finding a practical solution

based on today's state-of-the art ma-
terials necessarily has narrowed the

field of potential techniques.

Although it is well-known that

an increase in the number of detectors

will increase sensitivity, most IR search

sets now in use employ single cells.

To scan a given field, a complicated

system of motors, mirrors, and cams
is required for the single cell. But an

increase in detectors normally results

in an increase in amplifiers. There-

fore, an increase in electronics results

from a decrease in mechanical de-

sign. This rapidly becomes prohibitive.

Avion has been a pioneer in its

largely self-sponsored research and de-

velopment work in IR detection and

tracking. Temporarily sidestepping its

hoped-for design of a thermal imag-

CORRECTING
LENS

AVION's CODES IR detection system (cover removed) reportedly has 10 times the

sensitivity of other search systems.
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TABLE 1:

SOME PARAMETERS OF CODES

SEARCH FIELD

Total search field ±45° azimuth by
± 20° elevation

Instantaneous field 2.7° azimuth by
40° elevation

Frame time 1.5 sec, 2 fields

per frame

CELLS (LEAD SULPHIDE)

Size 1 by 2 mm
Jones S of cells 4 x IO-"> in |.8 to
(Sensitivity) 2.7-micron band
Time constant 200 usee
Field of view per 2.7° azimuth by 1.3°

cell elevation

OPTICS

Effective input 1.7-inch diameter
aperture

Optical efficiency 30%
Net free aperture 4.4 cm3

F number f/1.0
Resolution 1 .2 milliradians
Angular spot size 90% of energy in 1

mil liradian

POWER REQUIREMENTS
Motor drive 400 cps, 1 15 v -h 5 cps
Cell bias 120 v dc, 1.5 ma
Amplifiers and 28 v dc, 20 ma

plckoffs

ing vidicon, Avion reduced the avail-

able solutions to one more imme-
diately feasible—the multiple cell-single

amplifier approach.

• Design philosophy—In designing

the demonstrator equipment, Avion did

not consider such factors as weight

reduction, size limitation and optical

efficiency. Future operational units, the

company said, will reflect the optimum
in design details consistent with the

state of the art. But its designers be-

lieve that a typical operational version

of CODES will weigh less than 10

lbs. and will be contained in a pack-

age 8x6x6 inches overall.

The demonstrator was designed to

emphasize simplification and high per-

formance. The feasibility of commutat-
ing detectors for greater capability in

the general air-to-air search problem
was the ultimate goal.

• Operation—Essentially, CODES
functions in the following manner:
Scanning action by an azimuthal rock-

ing plane mirror provides IR input

for a spherical optical system. A highly

sensitive, multi-cell linear array pro-

vides detection, and the output of each
cell is stored in a passive LC "tank"

network before commutation. By means
of a mechanical commutator, an ampli-

fier sequentially samples each tank

output. Thus, each cell sweeps out its

portion of the field of view. The
presence of a target is announced by

missiles and rockets, April 20, 1959

ringing action in the tank; the ac

signal is sampled by the commutator,
and then amplified for visual display.

• Design details—A plane mirror
rocking in azimuth and coupled with
a position pickoff provides the scanning

action and input to a concentric op-

tical system. Gimbals are not used.

The optical configuration (concen-

tric catadioptric) employs spherical

surfaces only. As indicated in Fig. 2,

following the plane mirror filter, a cor-

recting lens, image surface, and an

aperture stop comprise the optics. The
aperture stop is located in the plane

of the center of curvature, causing all

IR rays to be meridional. An inter-

ference type filter at the center of cur-

vature transmits in 1.8 to 2.7-micron

band. Measured spot size (monochro-
matic and chromatic) is approximately

1.2 milliradians. Excellent resolution is

achieved uniformly over the full field.

With a simple straight-line reticle

pattern having a line spacing of nearly

0.0017 in., the reticle itself is formed
on a curved surface, 1.25 in. long

x 0.15 in. wide. Its 60 equal and alter-

nately opaque and transparent lines

are normal to the scanning path. Signal

angular chopping is provided at 8 cycles

per degree.

Typical of most airborne search

applications, a 40° x 90° total field

of scan is provided. A 2.7° instan-

taneous azimuth field permits a com-
mutation rate of 1200 bits/ sec.

Thirty uncooled lead-sulfide cells,

deposited on a curved surface, com-
prise the linear array. To optimize sen-

sitivity, system bandwidth is consistent

with time on target (0.023 sec). Band-

pass is provided in the 30 parallel-

tuned circuits driven by the cell signals.

Tuned-circuit bandwidth is 40 cps.

For low-level commutations, a 60-

segment mechanical commutator, sim-

ilar to those used in telemetering, is

provided. The 30 signal channels are

connected to produce two commuta-
tion cycles per rotation. To "unload"

each tuned circuit during commutation,

a resistor js included in the commuta-
tor arm.

Energy stored during integration

drives the amplifier. The 1200-bit/ sec.

commutation rate commutates 0.75 cps

of the 934-cps signal.

Peak-signal detection is guaranteed

after amplification by full-wave detec-

tion in the signal amplifier. A threshold

level then is set to permit positive tar-

get definition. To drive the Z-axis on
an oscilloscope display, sufficient volt-

age is supplied by the addition of an-

(Continued on page 73)
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missile

pressure

measurement
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TWO POTENTIOMETER PRESSURE PICKUPS

Designed for missile applications, these two pot pickups, the 4-380 for low pressure

and the 4-381 for high pressure, are built to exceed severe environmental require-

ments for in-flight measurements. Rugged construction provides both pickups with

a high order of accuracy and reliability for missile work.

Low Pressure Type 4-380 Measures absolute,

gage, or differential pressures in ranges from to 100

psi. A miniaturized assembly of counter-balanced flexure

pivot design is connected directly to the pressure sum-

ming capsule and is capable of withstanding mechanical

shocks up to 75 g's without damage or calibration shift.

The internal element is hermetically sealed and com-

pletely isolated from the pressurizing media.

High Pressure Type 4-381 For extremely accurate

pressure measurements, in the ranges from to 100

up to to 5000 psi, this gage, absolute, or differential

Bourdon-tube pickup incorporates a unique wiper arm

which eliminates all mechanical multiplication linkages,

thus enhancing the pickup's repeatability and resistance

to vibration. The pressure sensing element is oil im-

mersed for damping and is isolated from the pressurizing

media. The stainless steel case is fail safe to 7500 psi.

For complete information, call your nearest CEC sales and
service office or write for Bulletins 1604-X11 and J6II-X8.

Transducer Division

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRODYNAMICS/300 n. sierra madre villa, pasadena, California

FOR EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES WITH THIS PROGRESSIVE COMPANY, WRITE DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL

Circle No. 15 on Subscriber Service Card.
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D-P's Growth
Daystrom-Pacific to

Enter Systems Work

by Richard van Osten

Los Angeles—Jumping into sys-

tems engineering is expected to boost

Daystrom-Pacific's missile business to

approximately 85% of its total volume
within the next six months. This is the

confident prediction of officials at the

Daystrom, Inc. division here.

Missile components now comprise

about 40% of D-P activity. Combina-
tions of the division's in-production

items will serve as a springboard to

the systems.

One base of the systems designs

will probably be the extensive line of

subminiature, precision potentiometers

now in production at a rate of 30,000

per month. Originally designed to meet

D-P's own requirements in pick-off

devices for gyro systems, these pots

have turned into a prime dollar earner

and much of the R&D work in systems

has been carried by their sales.

The line is pretty well proven.

Various types are in systems and sub-

systems for the Explorer satellites,

Titan, Atlas, Polaris, Jupiter, Bomarc,

Talos, and the forthcoming Eagle.

Others are in use for missile systems

by RCA, GE, Motorola, AC Spark

Plug and Raytheon.

Second basic item for the new

systems will be D-P's transducer line.

Pointing out that few systems pro-

ducers build their own transducers

—

and still fewer transducer producers

are in the systems business—company
officials believe a "from the ground up"

combination of the two is mandatory

to meet present or future requirements

of missile precision and reliability.

Third base for the systems ap-

proach will be the division's experience

in gyro design and production. Biggest

production item for missile application

are D-P's free gyros. These are in the

GAM-77 Hound Dog autopilot and

the Polaris test system. The company's

missiles and rockets, April 20, 1959



STEPS IN THE RACE TO OUTER SPACE

Lunar Unicycle
This 30-foot high Unicycle is designed for

preliminary exploration of the Moon,

once a base camp has been established.

It's entirely constructed of inflated, rub-

berized fabric, with the exception of

strengthening members, hatches and a

few other items of equipment. Gyros

stabilize and steer the vehicle; electric

motors furnish the driving power.

Electricity for the motors and instru-

mentation comes from solar batteries

mounted in the "parasol". The cleated,

rotating wheel upon which the Unicycle

travels is made of inflated tubes. A spare

wheel, carried around the body, acts as

a bumper in traversing narrow defiles.

Built in two sections, these wheels are

assembled by belt-lacing type fasteners.

The upper level, the navigating and

communications deck, is ringed with

recording and surveying instruments.

Living quarters make up a middle deck

and below is the hold with supplies,

spacesuits, oxygen equipment and spare

apparatus, needed for survival.

In the background, two of the expedi-

tion's ferry ships are seen; one landing,

one unloading in the bright Earthlight.

Inertial navigation systems will play

an increasing role in the exploration of

outer space. AK/w/l is actively sup-

porting the Air Force's program in long

range missiles and is in the vanguard of

the race to outer space. /IttM/l . . .

Garden City, New York. A Division of

American Bosch Arma Corporation.

A/VFJEJRfCA/V BOSCH COKPOKATJO/V
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MWMMPT/l missile

guidance and telemetry

BEEPS WITH A HIGH IQ
...for missile sensing, guiding and telemetering

Electronic signals that report the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but

. . . wring the best performance from missile systems. By pushing beyond

known capabilities in sensitivity and accuracy, Texas Instruments is producing

"high IQ" systems and equipments for a dozen guided vehicles used in every

basic mission: air-to-air, air-to-surface, surface-to-air, surface-to-surface —
IRBM and ICBM—plus drone sensors and satellite instrumentation. TI

exceeds tough specs against tight deadlines, regularly . . . specs asking

solutions to problems never posed before. For detailed discussion, cleared

personnel please write or call: service engineering department.

RESEARCH/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT/MANUFACTURING of systems for: Air traffic control • Airborne
early warning • Antimissile • Antisubmarine warfare • Attack control • Countermeasures % Missile systems
Navigation • Reconnaissance • Space electronics ; and on detector cells, engine instruments, infrared, intercom,

microwave, optics, sonar, telemetering, time standards, timers, transformers and other precision equipments.

APPARATUS DIVISION Texas
6000 LEMMON AVENUE

Instruments
INCORPORATED
DALLAS 9. TEXAS
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serendipity

gyros were also used in the Regulus II

pitch control system and in Lock-
heed's X-17. For other applications,

D-P is turning out rate gyros at some-
thing between 300 and 500 units per
month.

For systems application, some of
the three base products may be off-

the-shelf configurations. Other systems
will require specialized development of
one or more of the base components
for integration into a system.

• New gyros—In the gyro areas,

current developments include a cage-

able free gyro for the Tartar missile

and vertical gyros for a drone guid-

ance system—the latter is expected to

have a high volume potential. An air-

erected vertical gyro, some of which
have been built by D P before, is also

under development. New design is

expected to double the capabilities of
older models.

Many of the new gyros will have
specific applications in themselves, but
most are likely to be included in the
company's systems designs.

• Adaptable transducers—There is

much divisional enthusiasm for the
null-balance pressure transducer, both
as a single item and in systems.

The unit is designed to sense a
pressure range of 31 to 0.80 in. Hg or
an equivalent -1000 ft. to +80,000 ft.

in pressure altitude. Sensitivity is said

to be better than one ft. at sea level

and 25 ft. at 80,000 ft., and basic,

design is adaptable to static, total or
differential pressure applications. In-

strument range can be increased or
decreased with a respective com-
promise or improvement in sensitivity

and accuracy. A shaft rotational posi-

-tion is provided as a function of sensed
pressure value. * Ports, electrical con-
nectors and output shaft are available

in standard hardware configurations.

The present model of the transducer
may have limitations in pure ballistic

missile applications. But it will prob-
ably find use in shorter range missiles

or in supersonic aircraft when precise

altitude may be absolutely required
for airborne launches of certain missile

systems now under development.

• Future systems—Future plans in-

clude an air data computer for flight

control or a heading check. A possible

missile application might take the form
of a "rough check" system of in-flight

position prior to activation of an arm-
ing circuit. Another system, similar in

function but utilizing a different con-
cept, is based on a unique accelerom-
eter design. It could be used also for

arming and fuzing of a weapon prior
to or during re-entry, or for control

adjustment in relation to velocity. This
latter system is part of a military re-

quirement that has not been com-
pletely met to date.

missiles and rockets, April 20, 1959

probing beyond present knowledge . . . seeking to improve the

bases for tomorrow''s space concepts . . . It is this exciting opportunity for

serendipity that confronts the professional minds at Martin- Denver. Possibly

you, too, would enjoy this stimulusfor greater personal and scientific recognition.

If so, we invite you to write or call N. M. Pagan, Director of Technical and

Scientific Staffing, The Martin Co., P. O. Box J 79, (F-2) , Denver I, Colorado.

W V2 Z3/

W
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F-108, NUCLEAR TURBOJET, AND RAMJET PROJECTS OFFER CHALLENGING OPPORTUNITIES
TO PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS

Advanced projects for air and space operations

now underway in the Controls and Accessories

Division at Marquardt Aircraft offer engineers and
scientists challenging opportunities in a variety of

technical areas. Here, where we are dealing with

development problems on high-performance
systems with stringent design and reliability re-

quirements, professional engineers will find real

challenge and opportunity for accomplishment.

Project personnel are currently working in such

areas as the engine control system for the G-E
nuclear turbojet; inlet control systems for the

McDonnell F-4H, North American F-108 and the

North American Hound Dog missile; the fuel con-

trol system for the supersonic Bomarc's ramjet

engine ; auxiliary power systems, pumps, and actu-

ators ; and are developing a unique and advanced

space power unit.

C & A Division activities range in scope from pre-

liminary design through final production.

Professional engineers and scientists capable of

making contributions in these and related areas are

invited to investigate the employment opportu-

nities at Marquardt. You will find a combination

of significant, active projects and a lively interest

in new ideas, creating an environment for profes-

sional growth. May I suggest you write Mr. Floyd

Hargiss, Professional Personnel Department,
1655° Saticoy Street, Van Nuys, California?

Roy E. Marquardt, President





GE's New Slave Mechanic Has 'Fingers'

'Handyman' —result of four-year development-
will go to work in radioactive areas

Schenectady, N. Y.—A machine

representing the latest development in

a progression of master-slave devices

has been announced by General Elec-

tric Company. Its makers believe it to

be the world's first electro-hydraulic

servo manipulator having a bi-lateral

(or force reflecting) feature and artic-

40

ulating "fingers." Spatial correspond-

ence is provided between the master

and slave units.

Taking its name from its principal

function, "Handyman" is the result of

nearly four years of development work
by GE's General Engineering Labora-

tory here. Created for the company's

Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion Depart-
ment under contract with the U.S. Air
Force and the Atomic Energy Com-
mission, it will be used in danger-

ous radioactive areas for work on
components for aircraft nuclear power-
plants.

GE spokesmen said the research

and development program required i\

close study of human anatomy. Ten
basic motions were designed into each
arm and hand: compounded, they

make possible an almost infinite range

of movement—all dictated by a master
unit located outside the danger area.

The operator feels what Handyman
feels—and hears what it hears.

With his own arms and hands in-

side the master unit harness, the oper-

ator goes through motions desired of

the manipulator. Handyman duplicates

every movement simultaneously. What-
ever the manipulator is handling, the

operator feels too. For example, when
Handyman clutches a hammer, the

operator directing the master unit can

close his fist only part way.

The portion or percentage of the

forces encountered by the slave and
reflected to the master varies accord-

ing to the will of the operator. In

most tasks, the operator feels but one-

third the force exerted by the slave.

• Vital statistics—The system is

composed of five units—master, slave,

electronic console and two hydraulic

pump units to circulate hydraulic fluid

through master and slave units.

Company spokesmen also provided

some vital statistics concerning Handy-
man's construction and operation. A
few highlights:

1. The "hand" has five motions:

two in the finger, two in the opposing

thumb, and one at the wrist.

2. The forces encountered by the

slave unit, or a portion of them, are

reflected back to the master controls.

The ratios of force reflected back to

the operator can be adjusted in incre-

ments of 3 to 1, 5 to 1, 10 to 1, and 0.

3. Electrical signals are converted

into hydraulic forces by electro-hy-

draulic servo valves. Servo valves and

hydraulic actuators are located near

the point of force demand. These

juxtapositionings have reduced the

number of hydraulic lines needed to

distribute hydraulic power to each ;

servo valve. Thus, the hydraulic lines

are connected in a "Christmas tree"

pattern of distribution rather than

many parallel lines.
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hush-hush?
If you're now involved, or becoming involved, in

hush-hush projects, you know how vital it is to have

sources who can deliver on time, to rigid specifica-

tions. That's why it's important to constantly investi-

gate and compare new sources — to be sure!

Cleveland Tool and Die Company has the capacity,

ability and facilities* to insure your success. We're

precision specialists in the manufacture of compo-

nent mechanisms, sub assemblies, gages and fixtures

. . . in custom machining, boring and grinding.

We've performed an important part in such exotic

projects as the Shippingsport atomic reactor, the

U.S.S. Nautilus, Redstone Arsenal, and Princeton's

new synchrocyclotron. When you talk to CTD, you

know you're talking to qualified, dependable people.

Please include CTD when getting your next quotations

... to be sure

!

CLEVELAND TOOL & DIE CO.

1740 Eddy Road • Cleveland, Ohio

We've prepared a little brochure for your files, telling the

CTD precision story, and listing our equipment. Drop us

a line.

Circle No. 18 on Subscriber Service Card.
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proven again and again:Burroughs 205 Computer

H! 1

f

i

*

•

Designed to handle with ease a wide range of computational problems, the Burroughs 205 is delivering results

daily in a great variety of scientific and business applications . . . from refinery design to inventory control, wind

tunnel test analysis to insurance premium billing, telemetered data reduction to operations research. The 205

was selected to work on these and countless other tasks because of its speed, 4080 words of memory, ease

of program loading, vast magnetic tape storage capacity and multiple-card processing versatility... features

* which make the 205 today's best dollar-for-dollar computer val«e. The 205 is just one part of a complete line

of Burroughs electronic data processing equipment, helping hundreds of industrial users to save precious man-

hours and to solve important problems. Write for 205 brochure, ElectroData Division, Pasadena, California.

Burroughs Corporation

'NEW DIMENSIONS/in electronics and data processing systems"
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A neio approach to

Single-Sideband radio by
Stromberg-Carlson

.

.

.

. . . greater power output,

less power input

ivith a smaller volume.

The SC-900A digit-tuned

Single -Sideband transceiver

marks a significant advance
in the state of the art.

The SC-900A is designed

for both vehicular and
fixed point-to-point

communications— adaptable
to rack mounting and
back-pack— meets full

military requirements.

Provides 28,000 stabilized

channels from 2 to 30
megacycles, with a
transmitted peak
envelope power
output of 100 watts.

Receive input

power : 50 watts.

Average transmit
input power for

voice : 150 watts.

Available soon.

s-c GO

Circle No. 21 on Subscriber Service Card.
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Space Highlights Flight Meet
First World Congress of Flight attracts 5000 delegates,

bringing industry and government together on problems

By Betty Oswald

Las Vegas—Opening of the First

World Congress of Flight here was

highlighted by the successful orbit-

ing of a Discoverer satellite from
Vandenberg Air Force Base as some
5000 delegates met to discuss prob-

lems inherent in the space race and
their possible solutions.

The Congress in a sense repre-

sented the first attempt to weld into

a consistent whole all of the decisive

elements which start with aircraft and
at present end with plans for space-

craft.

Delegates came from some 71

countries, many of which are behind

the Iron Curtain, and there was repre-

sentation from almost all elements of

industry, the military and other agen-

cies of government.

Meetings were well attended and
serious. Behind the relaxed atmosphere

at Las Vegas, there was genuine con-

cern over problems posed by the ar-

rival of the jet age and the future

coming of the space age.

There were indications that many
who had doubted the feasibility of the

Congress were now convinced that a

necessary start had been made in the

battle to find a way by which indus-

try and the government could talk

together.

Meetings included a discussion of

the problems of missile management,
a Space Age Conference which dealt

with such questions as the defense

space program, the aims of space ex-

ploration, man in space and the rela-

tionship of space to foreign policy.

Industry briefings dealt with the

Argo series of 2500-mile, Mach 20
low-cost research and development

test vehicles, space applications for

infrared techniques, astroinertial navi-

gation, range instrumentation for space

probes and a wide variety of other

questions which must be solved before

the space age becomes reality.

A session was devoted to inter-

national research efforts including the

work of the Air Force Office of Sci-

entific Research and the project ac-

tivities of ARDC's European office.

Recognizing that the entry into space

will involve major changes in current

education patterns, one session was
devoted to aerospace education, with

educators from many foreign coun-

tries attending the meetings.
• Old and New—Exhibits covered

not only existing hardware but, in

some cases, the dreams of scientists

and engineers, many of which were

10 or more years in the future. These
included a mockup of the Mercury
space capsule, in which man is ex-

pected to orbit the earth within two
years, and a mockup of the X-15
rocket research craft, which will pro-

vide answers to many of the problems

which the Mercury pilot will face.

Hardware included Atlas, Thor-Able,

most of the smaller tactical missiles

now in or soon to be in inventory,

and a mockup of the Genie AAM
utilizing a nuclear warhead.

Notwithstanding the futuristic tone

of the Space Age exhibits, there was
no escaping the wedding of the old

and the new. World War I airplanes

flying over the same field as missile-

carrying, supersonic jet aircraft set

the same pattern of extremes as the

World War I invention, the tube mor-
tar, being used in the Project Mercury
capsule to fire a drogue parachute.

Distant-future concepts included

Avco's ADOS, Astro-nautical Defen-
sive-Offensive System, a method of

insuring peaceful space travel through
the use of one and two-man space

ships with nuclear weapons and vari-

ous other types of armament. The
Ados vehicle greatly resembles a flying

saucer with a tail, uses electronic de-

tecting and computing techniques still

to be developed.

Other exhibits dealt with advanced
communications and electronics equip-

ment for space craft, and new propul-

sion hardware. Product improvement
permitting pilot training in spacecraft

was suggested in presentations of a
new supersonic jet trainer, the North-
rop T-38.

Steering Jets by Bendix

Stabilize Discoverer //

Detroit—Discoverer 11 is sta-

bilized in its polar orbit by a set of

steering jets.

The mechanism, developed by
Bendix Aviation Corp.'s Research Lab-
oratories Division, may lead to de-

velopment of an observation satellite.

All previous satellites tumbled, making
continuous aiming of a camera im-
possible.

In the steering jets, gas is dis-

charged in response to electrical sig-

nals from Discoverer's inertial ref-

erence package, providing desired

thrust up to 20 pounds.
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Just give us the "envelope". . . we'll do the rest!

AERONCA'S
ASSURE MAXIMUM RESULTS ON PRIME AND SUB-CONTRACT PROJECTS

*
Design

Tooling

Vroduction

Contemporary weapons systems, because of their complexity, necessitate

sub-contracting of major components, sub-systems and structures. And
versatile capabilities . . . theoretical, technological, mechanicaland managerial
. . . are required to produce these "envelopes" efficiently and economically.

Aeronca has these integrated facilities. That is why we can provide a

Co-ordinated Design, Tooling and Production Service. This packaged service

begins with evaluation of basic environmental data and culminates with

"on schedule" deliveries. It has been eminently successful in supporting

current operational weapons systems.

Aeronca's leadership is evident in its existing facility for designing and
producing ... in quantity ... a complete range of brazed stainless honey-

comb structures. This specialized capacity is one of the few in actual

operation in the industry today.

With extensive background in proprietary and sub-contract programs,

Aeronca is prepared to work with you on air vehicle, missile, ground sup-

port equipment and technical consultation projects. And we can say with

confidence . . . just give us the envelope and we'll do the rest.

manufacturing corporation
1716 GERMANTOWN ROAD
MIDDLETOWN. OHIO
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more about the missile week

Negotiations looking to a merger of

Thiokol and Marquardt started this

week. Odds favor the merger of the two

big propultion companies.

For return to earth, Mercury cap-

sule will be equipped with mortar-

fired drogue parachute to stabilize the

vehicle at 68,000 feet. Drogue will be

jettisoned at 10,000 feet when the

main 'chute is activated. This provides

impact velocity of 30 ft./sec. at 5000

ft. A reserve landing system, com-

pletely independent and mechanical,

is available to the test pilot.

Mock-up of Avco's Astronautical

Defensive-Offensive System (ADOS)
for Air Force (M/R April 13) looks

like a flying saucer with a protruding

boom on which a nuclear weapon is

mounted. Futuristic one-man space-

craft is designed for deep-space mis-

sions. Ring of defense rockets revolves

around man-carrying sphere, enabling

rockets to be fired in any direction.

Nuclear weapon is placed on boom to

protect pilot and is for targets too big

for rocket missiles to handle.

High-vacuum research indicates to

ABMA's Dr. Karl J. Pschera that

"only inorganic materials" can survive

exposure in interplanetary space. Or-

ganic materials such as rubber and

plastics, he says, vaporize or undergo

molecular distillation in a vacuum.

More research may expose new reli-

ability problems involving metal fa-

tigue and creep encountered in space

conditions.

New missile alloy—EK31XA—is

reported to have double the strength

at 500 °F of any known light metal.

Dow Chemical Co., developer, says it

consists of magnesium, didymium and
zirconium.

"Adult" Atlas first operational series

test got off to shaky start April 14.

The ICBM exploded about 1000 ft.

above its Cape Canaveral launch pad
on what had been programmed as a

5000-mile flight.

Jupiter IRBM is ready for deploy-

ment with troops. Chrysler Corp. says

recent tactical weapons test demon-
strated "beyond question" that produc-

tion line hardware is ready for use.

Newly-synthesized tetracoordinate

phosphinoborine molecule (mw 12,500)

is hope of American Potash & Chem-
ical Corp. to develop heat-stable plas-

tics withstanding temperatures up to

400 "C.

missiles and rockets, April 20, 1959

Air Force is asking Congress in its

1960 budget for $109.8 million in new
obligational authority for Dyna-Sow—
$73 million in expenditures to develop

the manned-glide vehicle.

Maj. Gen. J. B. Medaris gives this

breakdown of spending by his Army
Ordnance Missile Command: .25% for

operation of headquarters; 5% for

systems management and technical su-

pervision, including testing and range

management; 5% for research, en-

gineering, fabrication and technical

effort to maintain in-house capability

for directing industrial contractors; and
89.75% with private contractor or-

ganizations.

Polaris solid fuel consistency will

be checked with 25-million-volt beta-

tron, which cuts process time to min-
utes. Navy's Allegany Ballistics Lab-
oratory, Cumberland, Md., is getting

the $112,325 Allis-Chalmers X-ray
machine this summer.

Detection of micron-sized particles

in missile fuels is reported by Grum-
man Aircraft and Sperry Products with

a new ultrasonic device. System works
as fuel is being pumped from truck or

tank to rocket and will automatically

cut off flow on finding contaminants.

Has worked successfully on checking

fluids from -298 °F to 1050°F.

Expansions: Sperry Gyroscope Co.
has acquired a 52,000-square-foot

building at Syosset, L.I., to produce
Polaris ship's inertial navigation sys-

tems (SINS) and navigation data as-

similation centers (NAVDAC's). Dy-
natronics, Inc., in the midst of an
enlargement program, expects to move
into a new 20,000-square-foot plant at

Sanford, Fla., in June. Republic Avia-

tion is erecting a $14 million, 1 20,000-

square-foot R&D center at Farming-
dale, N.Y., for missile/ space research.

It will be ready early next year.

Look for negotiation of a contract

to develop Vega second stage, which
will use LOX and kerosene-fueled ex-

isting power units. Similar in concept

to Centaur, Vega is to be put into

space with an Atlas booster.

Pentagon reveals that a single

MB-1 Genie nuclear warhead costs

$243,000; rocket itself costs $7000.

Genie is carried by fighters of the

North American Defense Command.

Ground will be broken at Lowry
AFB, Denver, for second $40 million

Titan ICBM base. This brings to four

the number of hard Titan bases that

have been announced. Seven Atlas

bases are in various stages of con-

struction.

Olympic
terminal
strips

standards. ..or

custom designed
Long the prime source for AN 3436

and other standard terminal strips,

and originator of the high

temperature NAS 1066 assembly,

Olympic's OP 330 STRIP offers a

great new concept in design—molded

of nylon for flexibility to fit contours,

its modular construction allows

unlimited variations in length.

Olympic also manufactures a

compkte range of terminal strip

protective covers in fiberglas

and nylon. •

Olympic

Plastics Company, Inc.

3471 South La Cienega Blvd.

Los Angeles, California
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AMPEX increases

signal/noise

ratio

A real challenge to magnetic-

tape sensitivity comes with fre-

quency - multiplexed data. It is

here that the tape's signal - to -

noise ratio can mean success or

failure. The high levels of occa-

sional combined peaks can build

up modulation noise between
channels and seriously affect sig-

nal output.

Ampex meets this challenge by ,

minimizing tape noise. Painstak-

ing care in coating composition

and thickness, plus the exclusive

Ferro-Sheen process, gives Am-
pex Instrumentation Tape a com- i

pletely uniform, hard, smooth
surface that tangibly increases

its dynamic range.

Ampex Instrumentation Tape of-

fers other critical improvements,
too. A high degree of linearity in

j

its anhysteretic induction output

greatly reduces signal distortion,

further enhancing the signal-to-

noise ratio.

Ampex Instrumentation Tape is

available on hubs, NAB-type or

die-cast magnesium-alloy Preci-

sion Reels. Widths of W, V2" '

and 1" are standard on either

Mylar* or acetate base, in the fol-

lowing lengths, reel diameters,
and base thicknesses:

AMPEX STANDARD TAPE LENGTHS (feet)

REEL BASE THICKNESS (mils)

DIAMETER 1.0 1.5

7" 1800
.

1250

10J$" 3600 2500

14* 7200 5000

For complete specifications or

additional tape literature, write

AMPEX
MAGNETIC TAPE
934 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIF.

E —__^ _ I
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propulsion engineering

Four ceramic nozzle materials with the longest functional life-

times have been determined at Battelle Memorial Institute. They
are silicon carbide, zirconium boride, beryllia, and a silicon-im-

pregnated graphite surface. The functional life varies from 60 to

107 seconds on an engine burning hydrogen and oxygen at 4500°F.

Among the shortest-lived materials are graphite coated with zirconium

carbide, boron carbide, and hafnium carbide—with lives of about 15

seconds. Battelle scientists observe significant differences in func-

tional life between ceramics of similar composition.

High-purity thorium for basic studies of the metal's properties

can be prepared by a new process to be announced early next

month during the Philadelphia meeting of the Electrochemical

Society. High-grade thorium oxide is reduced by calcium in an

inert atmosphere at 1742°F. Some calcium chloride must be present.

The resulting thorium is a powder. The technique was developed by
C. I. Whitman, Sylvania-Corning Nuclear Corp.; N. Fuhrman, now
with Lansdale Tube Co., and R. B. Holden, currently with Olin

Mathieson Chemical.

Super-pure aluminum for property studies also will be described

to the electrochemists. R. R. Haberecht, P. R. Mallory & Co., starts

with 99.99% pure aluminum prepared by zone refining. He treats

this to vacuum melting to achieve aluminum with metallic impurities

of only 1-3 ppm, and less than 5 ppm of carbon. He says this

super-pure product shows marked improvement in corrosion re-

sistance over the 99.99% pure aluminum.

Aluminum is revealing more about itself all the time, thanks to

increased research and increasing availability of pure forms for

fundamental study. A new refractory crucible, aluminum nitride,

developed especially to aid aluminum research, has been described

to the American Ceramic Society by George Long and L. M. Foster,

Aluminum Company of America. It is the only material yet dis-

covered that is not attacked by aluminum under investigation in a

temperature range of 3282°-3632°F. It shows good ceramic proper-

ties and has been pressed into heretofore unavailable labware.

Metal-free phthalocyanine is a superior solid lubricant in the

1000°F area, a Battelle Institute team reports. A project conducted

for Fairchild Engine and Airplane Corp. showed that other mem-
bers of the phthalocyanine family also are good high-temperature

solid lubes. In testing various proposed lubes, the group killed two
birds with one stone by using various materials also under study

for the balls in the wear machine. Most promising for high-tempera-

ture sliding systems are AISI Type M-l tool steel and titanium

carbide-nickel-molybdenum cermet.

Lubrication research in Germany is taking the form of molyb-

denum sulfide studies. German chemists report in Chemiker-Zeitung

that moly-sulfide's layer structure recommends it to high and low
temperature and pressure uses. It will also find "application in un-

usual atmospheric conditions."

Czechoslovakian metallurgy is rapidly becoming an Iron Curtain

showcase for scientific progress. Recent reports include a detailed

analysis of the function of temperature change on crack distribution

in cooling castings, and development of more durable coatings for

metal molds. Frantisek Havlicek reports in Slevarenstvi (Vol. 6, No.

9) that rectangular, square, and even elliptic cross-sections resist

cracking better than round cross-sections. Nonhomogeneous temper-

ature distribution is a function of casting shape, Havlicek says. Alois

Sustek reports in the same issue the development of a new series

of adhesion and cohesion coatings for metal molds. They are said

to be superior to previous coatings in durability, among other things.

The new Czech coatings are good for 700-800 pourings, whereas

the older coatings broke down after 350-450 pourings.
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Where the shape of things to come

is programmed by AMPEX tape recorders

The profiler above is shaping parts for new Lockheed Electras.

Exact tool positions are being defined by command signals—as

many as 200 per second—from the Ampex FR-100 in the control

system to the right of the machine.

The accuracy of such a milling operation increases with the

number of points defined per inch of tool motion. One reel of

magnetic tape defines millions of points, programming up to

IV2 hours of continuous machine operation. Recycling a tape

loop will program an entire run of identical work-pieces.

Shaping parts by command signals from Ampex-equipped auto-

matic control systems is now routine production operation at

such places as Lockheed in Burbank, Martin at Denver, Rohr
at Chula Vista, Convair at Ft. Worth and San Diego, and Gid-

dings & Lewis at Fond Du Lac, to mention only a few.

Even though punched cards and paper tape are still proving

First in magnetic tape instrumentation

adequate for many of today's less-sophisticated automatic con-

trol installations, systems engineers are increasingly interested

in the superior speed and data-handling advantages of magnetic

tape. An Ampex FR-300, for instance, can extract a short burst

of digital information equal to that on an entire punched card

in less than 4 milliseconds, including start and stop.

In configurations like the one illustrated, the advanced Ampex
FR-100A, with its 14 tracks on 1-inch tape, has ample reserve for

extra functions. Six tracks may be used for tool-position coordi-

nates ; others for start, stop, coolant, or even voice instructions.

Whether you believe the future of automatic control lies in

point-to-point positioning, continuous-path control, or both

—

Ampex magnetic tape recorders have built-in reserve capabili-

ties which make them worthy of consideration as a component

any control system designed for tomorrow's needs.

AMPEX INSTRUMENTATION DIVISION
934 Charter Street, Redwood City, California
Offices in USA and Canada. Engineering representatives cover the world.
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DATA

PROCESSING

SYSTEMS

SPECIALISTS

The Techniques of High Speed

Data Processing Offer A Big

Future For You!

A missile comes "of age"—reaches
operational status—as a result of
many influences. Vital among these

influences is the rapid incorpora-

tion in the test vehicle of modifica-
tions required by evaluation of
flight performances. The faster these

modifications are made, tested, and
become incorporated in the design,

the faster the vehicle is declared
operational.

The completion of this cycle is

dependent too upon the speed with
which vast amounts of test data can
be reduced, analyzed, evaluated, and
reported to the military and to the

cognizant weapon systems contrac-

tors.

So, with the advent of missiles has
come a revolution in data proces-

sing techniques—a revolution in

which the Engineering Services

Division of Telecomputing Cor-
poration has been highly successful

in greatly reducing the elapsed time
for complete processing of missile

flight test data.

This is an invitation to join the

data processing specialists who
comprise the Engineering Services

staff—a staff which establishes the

state-of-the-art in data processing
techniques and methods as we go
about our job of computing the per-

formance of missiles under test at

the White Sands Missile Range.

Join us and work with high speed
digital computers and other modern
data processing squipment in re-

ducing the test data from scientific

data measuring systems such as,

cinetheodolites, electronic measur-
ing systems, precision optics, and
telemetering systems.

Join us—and grow with us—as
our advanced processing techniques
are employed in this fascinating

field of missile flight testing so im-
portant to our national defense
effort.

Make your home in New Mexico's
Land of Enchantment* Mountain
skiing and resorts just 30 minutes
away* Attractive salaries with area
bonus* Profit Sharing* Relocation
Pay* Group Insurance. Send your
resume today to the Director of

Technical Personnel

Engineering Services Division

Telecomputing Corporation

Box 447, Holloman Air Force Base,

New Mexico
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soviet affairs

by Dr. Albert Parry

As we watch carefully what the Soviet press says about U.S. rock-
etry, missilery, and electronics we may discover just what (precisely or
approximately) they lack but would like to have. Sometimes such
Russian writings may indicate in which fields or categories the
Soviets are behind; often they show that Moscow is on a par with
us but means to forge ahead. On occasion the implication is: "Those
darned Americans are catching up with the Soviets. We must not
let them."

What, for instance, is the United States doing to switch from
liquid to solid fuels in rocket engines? Early in March Sovetskaya
Aviatsia ran a special article on "speed-up work to improve solid-

fuel rocket engines," now being done not alone by U.S. experts
but also by "the military specialists of other NATO countries."
The author of the survey, Maj. Y. Tikhomirov of the Soviet engineer-
ing troops, begins with the gleeful assertion that Americans and
their allies have been turned toward solid fuels by "the large num-
ber of failures in launching liquid-fueled American rockets."

In text and diagram, Tikhomirov explains the principles of solid-

fuel rockets. He goes on to say that U.S. and other NATO experts
"plan to apply solid-fuel engines to nearly all kinds of rocket sys-

tems," and that "no expense is spared" to this end. The implication,

quite possibly, is: Shouldn't we, the Soviets, do the same? Or, if?

the Soviets are doing very well in this field of solid fuels, shouldn't

the Red effort be stepped up yet further?

Our Argus experiment had been "guessed" (if not otherwise

learned) by Soviet scientists shortly before we made it public. On
March 8, in Izvestia, Professors I. S. Shklovsky and V. I. Krasovsky
in a joint interview ventured their belief that the United States was
"testing their atomic weapons, with explosions at great heights of

100 to 200 kilometers." They went on to speculate on the general

aims of such experiments pretty accurately. A wishful note was
quite evident: Why shouldn't Russia do something of this type?

Outright admissions of Russian gaps include the recent state-

ment by Dr. Alia G. Masevich, the well-known, personable, 40-year-

old Russian astronomer, made to a reporter from the Moscow
Ogoniok (March 8) to the effect that on her trip to the United

States a few months ago she was shown "an automatic electronic

machine to measure stars," the like of which she had not seen

before. She said that an American professor demonstrated it to

her at the Naval Observatory in Washington. "I regretted," she

added significantly, "that we in the Soviet Union do not have any

such machine."

Last but not least, on Feb. 19, one K. Gil'zin in Literaturnaya

Gazeta described the "parts of a solar power installation meant for

possible exploitation on the moon," as exhibited in Washington by

Westinghouse and explained in detail by Dr. Peter Castruccio. The

Soviet writer concedes that this idea is rather good, but he attacks

Dr. Castruccio for "joining the American Professor (S. Fred) Singer

in the latter's proposal to transform the moon into a launching

site for atomic weapons." (Gil'zin misinterprets, perhaps deliberately,

Prof. Singer's 1957 paper, in which he merely worked out the

physical effects of an explosion on the moon.)

The Russian writer's wrath is aroused by Dr. Castruccio's articles

in M/R on the "strategic advantages of lunar bases" as military

fortresses of the future. Comrade Gil'zin entitles his article, "For

Shame, Doctor Castruccio!" He cries shame also on M/R for pub-

lishing Dr. Castruccio's writings.

However, my impression is that these cries of indignation are

but camouflage, and that interest in the U.S. idea of solar power

installations on the moon is the main point of Gil'zin's outburst.
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U. S. ARMY ANTI-MISSILE MISSILE

The man:
... a top missile scientist at White
Sands, N. M., missile range where
preliminary Nike Zeus tests take
place. He is a key member of the
highly specialized military-civilian

team that is putting this agile anti-

missile missile through its develop-
ment stages.

When Zeus goes on active duty, it

will follow Douglas Nike Ajax and
Hercules missiles into service with
the North American Air Defense
Command. And it will be main-
tained by Army personnel assisted

by Douglas field service men who
have extensive experience in the
Nike program.

Depend on

missiles and rockets, April 20, 1959

The mission:
. . . anti-missile defense. Zeus will

roar out from emplacements around
cities and industrial and military
areas to intercept approaching
enemy ICBM's ... or bombers.

/

DOUGLAS

The missile:
. . . Nike Zeus is being developed by
Douglas under a Western Electric-

Bell Telephone program. System
will include electronic detection gear
to pick up enemy ICBM's at ex-

treme range and then guide Zeus
out to destroy them. Vital statistics:

CLASSIFIED.

The Nation's Partner in Defense
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letters

Transistors vs. Tubes

To the Editor:

Your article of March 16 on "Trans-

istors vs. Tubes" requires a few com-
ments . . .

It is all too easy to say that "radiation"

harms transistors and let it go at that.

A first step should be to assess the rest

of the environment which accompanies

this "radiation," its effects on the system,

and the comparable radiation damage.
It is of little use to replace a transistor

by a less susceptible vacuum tube only to

find that accompanying overpressure and
thermal effects are the dominating de-

structive agents coincident with the radia-

tion level against which one is now pro-

tected.

Now as to some particulars. I do not

know the difference between primary and
secondary fission products; however, the

penetrating power of these products, even

at their original velocity when they

emerge from a detonation, is insufficient

to pierce any missile, rocket, or aircraft

skin, so I do not readily see how they

target bearing 095°

...range 1,500...

MM

Guided missiles of the future are on
our scopes today—thanks to the agile

brain of an amazing new ECM
Simulator developed for the Air
Force by Hallicrafters QRC*
Designed for advanced study of

jamming, deception and counter-
measures techniques, the device fur-

nishes to the PPI scope

—

via the

radar's own antenna—exact simula-
tions of moving targets, and jam-
ming, in infinite variation.

Programming may be generated
according to predetermined plan, or

targets may be controlled manually.
Speeds as fantastic as 270,000 m.p.h.,

as well as radical directional changes,
now can be simulated for planning
tomorrow's counter-measures.
ECM Simulator is another ex-

ample of electronic design leadership

that has made Hallicrafters a prime
mover of key military projects for

over 25 years.

Qualified engineers: new con-
tracts have created openings.
Contact William Frankarl.

<$> hallicrafters
4401 Wetl Fifth Avenue. Chicago. Illinois

jjeQuick Reaction Capability

Refer to Air Force Reg. #80-32
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can effect a transistorized system.

The accompanying gamma radiation

from such a cloud, even in its early

stages, is many orders of magnitude be-

low that which will degrade semicon-
ductors, especially since gamma radia-

tion causes very little permanent damage
and, at the radiation levels encountered
in a cloud, only the barest minimum of
temporary changes.

As of the effects of "high" neutron
fluxes on transistors, it cannot be over-

emphasized that in the context of re--,

lationship to missiles, as differentiated

from the completely different problem
encountered with nuclear propulsion air-

craft, one should be exceedingly careful

of defining the limits of the possible and
probable environment before making a
sufficiently broad condemnation.

It should furthermore be pointed out

that even vacuum tubes and their asso-

ciated circuitry are subject to sizeable

effects at radiation levels which are both

possible and probable in a number of

applications.

P. H. Haas, Chief,

Nuclear Vulnerability Branch,

Diamond Ordnance
Fuze Laboratories,

Washington, D.C.

// was not the intention of the article

to take sides in the transistor vs. tube con-

troversy. Our purpose was to call atten-

tion to a matter of vital concern to the

industry and point out that, in the!

opinion of many observers, more research

is needed concerning the effects of radia-

tion on both tubes and solid state devices.

M/R plans to publish in the near future

several articles in which both sides will be
allowed to give their views.

Not Air-launched?

To the Editor:

I am rather disturbed about one, and

possibly two, mistakes in your March 23,

1959 issue of M/R.
In the Washington Countdown section,

page 15, under the heading of "the mys-

tery firing ..." I was sorry to see the

word "McDonnell" misspelled "McDon-
ald." But I was glad to see that it wasl

spelled correctly on page 23, right hand
column.

2. In the same article the statement
was made that the two-stage missile that

McDonnell fired was an "Air-launched"
missile. I have very strong reason to be-

lieve that this statement is incorrect. I

believe that it was a "ground-handled"
missile. Would you please straighten

this out?

Herbert E. Wodtke
3530 A Pennsylvania Avenue
St. Louis 18, Missouri

We regret the misspelling of McDon-
nell too. Our sources tell us that the mis-

sile launched was McDonnell's version in

the ALBM competition. However, DOD
will not comment.
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A BETTER NOZZLE
MEANS A

BET TE R 'MISSILE

Nozzles for'guided missiles are an

important factor in performance

and, of course, in cost. In the end

result during their short-span serv-

ice, they must produce proper

thrust without disintegrating. In

early production, despite their

simple symmetrical shapes, they

posed many knotty problems. Spe-

cial alloys, thin sections, and close

tolerances spelled trouble. So did

their expendability, as always mak-

ing costs a concern.

Today, after many years' produc-

tion, we have delivered a staggering

number of these problem pieces.

The secret of our success has been

our own unique Cameron forging

processes which have extended the

scope of ferrous forgings far beyond

traditional restrictions in shape, size

and quality. Elimination of welds

along with better grain structure,

internal as well as external curva-

tures, and considerable machining

economy have made these forgings

increasingly popular.

Our forgings are available as forged,

rough machined, or finished ma-

chined, ready to save money in any

phase of your operations. If you

have a forging problem in com-

ponents ranging from a few pounds

to 8000 pounds, especially some-

thing for extreme service (high

stress, high temperatures, etc.) we

may have the answer. Special alloys

are no problem because we produce

our own steel with the most mod-

ern controls and tests from melt

shop to delivery dock. Just call,

write, or come by . . .

IRON WORKS, INC.

SPECIAL. PRODUCTS DIVISION
P. O. Box 1212
Houston I.Texas



MAGNESIUM

THERMAL
PROPERTIES OF

LIGHTWEIGHT MAGNESIUM
offer advantages to

missile men

Design a missile with light, strong magnesium alloys

1. SHEET for internal or external skins of body.
2. DEEP DRAWN HOUSINGS AND CASTINGS for guidance

and other instrumentation.
3. CASTINGS AND EXTRUSIONS for body frame.
4. CASTINGS AND EXTRUSIONS for fin and wing

construction.

5. ROUND EXTRUDED TUBING for integral body sections.

6. SHEET for external skins of fins, rudders and wings.

Most engineers are aware of the ad-

vantages available to them when they

combine magnesium's light weight with

its good mechanical properties at ele-

vated temperatures up to 800° F. There

are, however, other advantages such

as thermal properties that are less

well known. They, too, can be of real

value to missile designers. In many
cases they will open new areas in

design previously considered closed

to magnesium.

Let's consider one of these, mag-

nesium's high specific heat and its

relationship to missiles. This can mean
lower temperatures for given flight

conditions. As a result magnesium

can be used under very severe flight

conditions lor short time applications.

(See Fig. 2.) This permits the use of

magnesium in high speed missiles

which are exposed to heat generating

atmosphere for only a matter of a few

seconds. With magnesium acting as a

heat sink it can result in reducing

environmental temperature for elec-

tronic instruments.

Magnesium offers other thermal prop-

erties that are of value in aircraft

and missile design. For example, the

thermal diffusivity of magnesium-

Fig. 1. Specific Heat and Thermal Conductivity of Mag-
nesium-Thorium alloys.

thorium alloys
|

Thermal conductivity

)

! Specific heat x density

i

is high and remains fairly constant

over a large temperature spread.

Between 68° and 900° F. the thermal

diffusivity of these alloys is in the

range of 0.57 and 0.75 cm.Vsec.

(2.2 and 2.9 ft.Vhr.)

For more complete data send for

Bulletin 141-187 "Magnesium Alloys

for Elevated Temperature Use." Con-

tact your nearest Dow Sales Office or

write to the dow chemical com-
pany, Midland, Michigan, Depart-

ment 1300CL4-20.

Fig. 2. Effect of Structure Temperature and Flight Time on
Mg-Th Sheet Alloys al Mach 4 and 50,000 Feet and Mach
10 and 100,000 Feel.

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY • MIDLAND, MICHIGAN
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. . . TAX WRITE-OFFS

(Continued from page 19)

On the other hand, NASA and
DOD are for it because they can
"save" money. In many instances DOD
has had to spend appropriations for

brick-and-mortar and specialized equip-

ment which industry wouldn't—or

couldn't afford to—put up without a

tax incentive.

NASA apparently has adopted a

policy of buying from commercial

sources rather than building its own
facilities. An official told M/R continu-

ation of rapid tax write-offs therefore

becomes of "import to national se-

curity" by aiding the space program.

A bill extending the Byrd law for

four years—and including NASA con-

tractors—has been introduced by Rep.

Richard M. Simpson (R-Pa.), ranking

GOP member of the House Ways and

Means Committee. No hearings have

been scheduled on this measure (HR
5326). Committee aides say there may
not be any.

• Old bugaboo—Conceivably, in-

clusion of NASA could rekindle an old

Congressional controversy which
brought about the Byrd law. For the

space agency intends to spend billions

of dollars in the next few years. And
most of it would be eligible for fast

write-off.

Such magnitude would approach

the hey-day of the program, which was
started in 1950 during the Korean War
to help mobilize defense industries. In

the 1950-57 period, OCDM granted

rapid amortization certificates on $23
billion worth of expenditures by some
220 different industries.

The shut-off came amid charges

that the privilege was being abused.

One sore point: certification could be

granted then whether or not an appli-

cant held a defense contract. Some law-

makers felt this was handing out five-

year tax reductions.

Spokesmen for industry countered

that it was only a deferment in tax

payments and no revenue was "lost"

I by the Treasury in the long run. Fur-

thermore, they pointed out that during

I an inflationary spiral, long-term amor-

tization was unrealistic on specialized

facilities which depreciated rapidly and

whose replacement costs were steadily

mounting.
• Present status—Since 1955, when

the rocket program began cranking up,

OCDM estimates that a total of ap-

proximately $350 million in certifica-

tion has been allowed firms directly

connected with the missile/ space indus-

try. Smallness of this figure attests to

the stringency of the program since

1957, although billions are being spent

on missile development.

About 175 applications for certifi-

cates are pending before the OCDM.
Some of these date back "a year or

more," the agency says. One official

concedes the delay "could be a factor"

in holding up the construction of facili-

ties valuable to the missile/ space effort.

Reasons for the hold-up:

All applications must be processed

through several agencies of the DOD
and AEC.

No certificates were issued from
August, 1957, through June 1958,

while new regulations geared to the

Byrd law were being written.

An M/R survey indicates that in

the past 10 months few companies

have derived very substantial tax de-

ferment to provide money for extra re-

search facilities now, nor in the imme-
diate future.

Unless Congress grants an exten-

sion beyond Dec. 31, even this rivulet

will dry up. In this event, several in-

dustry experts believe, more money
must be found somewhere to pump
into basic research—or the entire U.S.

space effort will suffer.

Future advancements in missile and space technology are

largely dependent on activities today in operation research.

At Lockheed, operations research scientists explore future

programs, evaluate the objectives and requirements of new
proposals, establish parameters for the most effective

procedures, determine specifications, perform preliminary

design and analysis and originate proposals for both
immediate and long term development.

Scientists in this area must extrapolate from known scientific

laws or engineering principles, new methods, techniques

and applications as far as a decade or more away.
Studies include: game theory; linear programming; decisior

theory; statistics applications: logistics; cost analysis;

industrial economics; electronic systems; operations

engineering; military operations; development planning;

and weapon systems operational analysis.

Scientists and engineers of outstanding talent and inquiring

mind are invited to join us in the nation's most interesting

and challenging basic research and development programs.
Write: Research and Development Staff, Dept D3-29,
962 W. El Camirto Real, Sunnyvale, California.

"The organization that contributed most in the past year

to the advancement of the art of missiles and astronautics."

National Missile Industry Conference award.

Lockheed , MISSILE SYSTEMS DIVISION
SUNNYVALE, PALO ALTO, VAN NUYS, SANTA CRUZ, SANTA MARIA, CALIFORNIA

CAPE CANAVERAL, FLORIDA . ALAMOGOROO, NEW MEXICO
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With their viewing heads pro-

truding from the domed bunkers

at Cape Canaveral, Kollmorgen

bunkerscopes provide a vital vis-

ual link between the launching

pad and the observer. These

instruments, used during launch-

ing operations and static tests,

present images in true color, offer

dual magnification and allow de-

tailed observation in complete

safety. They are ruggedly con-

structed to resist blast forces.

Easy to operate, personnel need

little if any special training in

their use. Bunkerscopes require

virtually no maintenance.
Also, initial costs are generally

lower than with other types of

remote viewing systems. These
instruments are easily adapted

to photography and television

purposes.

Working with optics, me-
chanics and electronics, the
Kollmorgen Optical Corporation

designs and manufactures many
different types of remote view-

ing, inspection and testing in-

struments and systems. For a

new illustrated brochure write

Dept. 104.

KOLLMORGEN
optic* corporation

NORTHAMPTON MASSACHUSETTS
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west coast industry

by Fred S. Hunter

The debate over how space money should be spent seems to be
warming up.

The other day, Dr. A. R. Hibbs, Jet Propulsion Laboratory's out-

spoken chief research analyst, declared U.S. preoccupation with mili-

tary aspects of space is "out of all proportion to any realistic applica-

tion." Hibbs said he doubted that Russia would shudder if American
troops planted a flag on the moon. "They know the moon is two
days travel away while their ICBM's take only 30 minutes to reach
our cities."

In discussing realities of space exploration before an erudite audi-

ence at CalTech, Dr. Simon Ramo, executive vice president, and
Dr. Ralph P. Johnson, vice president and general manager, Thomp-
son Ramo Wooldridge, had this to say: "If the refinement of the

capability for effecting mass destruction by quick and irresistible

means at intercontinental distances comes into competition with the

expansion of a capability for exploring space—and the two lines of

development are already diverging—we can hardly doubt that the

projects for military ends will be given priority."

To a financial audience, Dan Kimball, Aerojet-General president,

put it this way: "We can't make any valid distinction between 'useful'

military hardware and 'useless' exploration of space. Both of them
take the same kind of power, the same kind of vehicle and the same
kind of guidance. Just as the airplane that could photograph could

also bomb, so the satellite which can spy in orbit can be used for any
military purpose we or the Russians desire. Let's not fool ourselves

about that!"

New plant Hoffman Electronics is building at El Monte, Calif.,

for its semiconductor division, plus the output of the present Egans-

ton, 111., plant which is to continue, will up this company's production

of solar energy converters to half a million monthly. Hoffman's ac-

complishments in increasing efficiency of solar energy cells from 3%
to 9% and 10%, and in developing new methods to manufacture

them in production quantities, have made the solar cell the lowest

weight power source for space vehicles. Hoffman forecasts that the

volume of its semiconductor division—$6 million in 1958—will reach

$30 million by 1965 as industry is made aware of the usefulness of

these wonder products.

Lockheed may follow example of Hughes, Aeronutronics and

others and join the movement to Orange County for a. permanent

abode for its new electronics division. It is looking for a site to

build. It is presently located temporarily at Maywood in the old

feeder plant originally purchased by Lockheed for production of sub-

assemblies for the Super Constellation. Lockheed also made a few<

early Electra parts here, but until the electronics division moved
in the facility had been idle for about nine months.

Marquardt had already phased in production on the new model

RJ43-11 ramjet engine for the longer-range Bomarc B when the Air

Force's $300-million order to Boeing was announced. Generally,

frames run ahead of engines in this business, but in the Bomarc de-:

velopment it has been the other way around. The Dash II enginei

is produced at Marquardt's Ogden plant, but has to be shipped toi

Van Nuys for testing. The new testing facility being built in Utah
will be completed in September or October, but won't be ready for

actual operation until the first of next year. It will take a little timei

to test the test facility.

S. K. Hoffman, general manager of Rocketdyne, says eventually

missiles will take off and return to the launching site in a vertical

position, be checked, refueled and launched again on space missions.
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Tl Sill

TRANSISTORIZED INTERCOM EXCEEDS MIL-E-5272B SPEC

CIRCUIT SPECIFICATIONS
1 50-mw output from -55°C tc

100°C at less than 10% har
monic distortion over frequency

range

Frequency response @ 25°C
stable within ±2 db of 100C
cps 100 mw reference leve

from 200 to 8000 cps

Frequency response @ -55°C
and 1OO C within ±3 db o
25°C frequency response

Less than 3-db gain variatior

@ -55°C and 1OO C comparec
to 25°C measurement

LOUD AND CLEAR AT 100X!

... with Tl 2N342A silicon transistors -from stock
You can satisfy the 71°C equipment requirements of MIL-E-5272B at 100°C with the intercon
amplifier circuit shown above— using Tl 2N342A silicon transistors with . . . guaranteed 3-to-J

linear beta characteristics . . . 85-v collector-to-emitter breakdown, giving a wide safety rang<

with 28-v aircraft supplies . . . plus dissipation capability of 1 watt at 25 °C and 200 mw at 125 °C

The newest addition to the use-proved Tl 2N339 series introduced in 1957, this medium-powe]
unit carries the full-year Tl guarantee and is immediately available off-the-shelf from all T.

distributors in 1-249 quantities. For production quantities, contact your nearest Tl sales office

TYPICAL INTERCOM AMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS USING 2N342A TRANSISTORS

from THE WORLD'S LARGEST SEMICONDUCTOR PLANT

20 40 60 80 100

Per Cent of Units Less Than Ordinate

Texas InstrumentsINCORPORATED
SEMICONDUCTOR-COMPONENTS DIVISION

POST OFFICE BOX 312 1350O N. CENTRAL EXPRESSWAY
DALLAS. TEXAS



AVE
TIME

MONEY
Get Expert

HELP-
on

Electronic Design,

Development and

Production
We design and produce both simple and
complex components and assemblies.
Electronic, Electro-Mechanical and
Mechanical for commercial and mili-

tary applications in Radio, Television,
Telecommunications, Computers,
Radar, Guided Missiles and allied fields;

also. Pulse Amplifiers, Triggered Cir-
cuits, Wide Band Circuits, Toroidal
Windings and Transformers. Write for
brochure giving complete information.

These are Typical of the

Products we Manufacture

^^^^^^
it, j

.

.

DELAY LINES 1 TOROIDS
Color T\V . Diat... IWide.variety o

TRANSFORMERS ASSEMBLIES

Growth Opportunity for

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
To meet the growing demand for our serv-
ices, we offer Electrical Engineers steady
employment, high base salary plus profit
sharing, paid vacation, group life and hos-
pitalization insurance, sick leave policy,
retirement program, etc. Located on shore
of Lake Erie. Fishing, boating, swimming
at your doorstep. Ideal community life.

Thirty minutes from Buffalo via thruway.
Replies held in strict confidence.

Jorbes and wagner, inc.
348 CENTRAL AVENUE

SILVER CREEK, N.Y. • TELEPHONE 650
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contract awards

ARMY
$2,991,000—Rocketdyne Div., North
American Aviation, Inc., for classified

design and development.

$2,010,910—Corbetta Construction Co.,

Chicago, for construction of Missile

Master facilities at Arlington Heights,

111.

$1,050,000—Sperry Phoenix Co., for

universal automatic pilot.

$618,296—E. I. Noxon Construction Co.,

Los Angeles, for Atlas assembly

building at Vandenberg AFB.
$517,900—The Firestone Tire & Rubber

Co., for engineering services, modifica-

tion of guided missiles and Corporal

repair parts (three contracts).

$443,576—Olin Mathieson Chemical
Corp., for R&D on composite double

base loading and firing missile, Nike-

Zeus.

$395.842—Eitel-McCullough, Inc., for

electron tubes.

$349,947—Nortronics Div., Northrop Air-

craft, Inc., for a tape library.

$279,538—Servo Corp. of America, for

Doppler radio detection finders.

$275,939—Gilfillan Bros., Inc., for

Corporal repair parts.

$230,698—Rheem Manufacturing Co.,

Downey, Calif., for R&D.
$ 1 97,000—Solar Aircraft Co., for terminal

subsystems for space intercept study.

$175,000—Machlett Laboratories, Inc.,

Springdale, Conn., for electron tubes.

$133,744—Raytheon Manufacturing Co.,

for electron tubes.

$110,263—Raytheon Manufacturing Co.,

for electronic assemblies for Hawk (an

estimated 40% of this will be sub-

contracted).

$109,800—Magnetic Research Corp.,

Hawthorne, Calif., for amplifiers.

$94,439—ITT Laboratories, Fort Wayne,
Ind.. for research on direct view inte-

grating image converter tubes.

$91,628—Western Electric Co., Inc., for

Nike spare parts and components.

$89,386—General Electric Co., Missiles

and Space Vehicles Dept., for produc-

tion of films in connection with Phase

II of Little John program.

$85,3 1 8—Mult-A-Frame Corp., Detroit,

for fabrication of rocket storage racks.

$84,700—Chicago Bridge & Iron Co.,

Atlanta, for construction of booster

pump station reservoir at Redstone

Arsenal.

$79,288—Autonetics Div., North Amer-
ican Aviation, Inc., for services, spare

parts, test equipment and accessories

for the luke Box computer.

$73,500—North Carolina State College,

for study of motion of spin-stabilized

rockets during burning, determination

of launch parameters and development

of instrumentation for determining ex-

perimental data, and to simplify analysis

of this data.

$62,611—Raytheon Manufacturing Co.,

for electronic components for Hawk
missiles (two contracts).

$62,116—Sanborn Co., Waltham, Mass.,

for oscillograph recording system.
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$55,952—Belock Instrument Corp., Col-

lege Point, N.Y., for integrating gyro

assemblies.

$50,285—Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cam-
bridge, Mass., for investigation of

emissive properties of satellite surface

before covering materials.

$50,000—North American Aviation, Inc.,

for rocket engines.

$49,913—Electro-Optical Systems, Inc.,

Pasadena, Calif., for R&D.
$40,000—Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., for

rocket frame components.

AIR FORCE
$3,830,000—American Machine & Found-

ry Co., for design and development of

underground installation of guidance

antenna for the T/tan ICBM.
$898,333—Air Products, Inc., Allentown,

Pa., for liquid oxygen and liquid

nitrogen.

$897,600—Eitel-McCuUough, Inc., for

electron tubes.

$442,726—Hoffman Laboratories, Inc.,

for liquid oxygen tanks.

$383,500—Gilfillan Bros., Inc., for land-

ing control set.

$289,880—The Hallicrafters Co., for radar

transmitters.

$232,310—Cutler-Hammer, Inc., Airborne

Instrument Lab., Mineola, N.Y., for

design, development and fabrication of

one molecular amplifier group.

$216,000—Chance Vought Aircraft, Inc.,

for operation and maintenance of the

Space Positioning Range near El
Centro, Calif.

$163,070—Sylvania Electric Products,

Inc., for electron tubes (two contracts).

$150,000—Westinghouse Electric Co., for

high-power silicon transistor production

refinement program.
$101,779—Electronic Batteries, Inc.,

Brooklyn, N.Y., for storage batteries.

$100,288—Electrical Specialties Co., Day-
ton, Ohio, for rectifiers.

$99,932—Continental Electric Co., Gen-
eva, 111., for electron tubes.

$91,575—Raytheon Manufacturing Co.,

for electron tubes.

$75,679—Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp.,

for monomethyl hydrazine for testing

and evaluation in support of Weapon
System 138AA.

$69,646—Vitro Laboratories Div., Vitro

Corp. of America, for continuation of

research on high-intensity arc for ion

propulsion.

$64,354—RCA Defense Electronics Prod-

ucts Div., for design and development

of airborne optical measurement

system.

$58,176—Westinghouse Electric Corp., for

R&D on magneto-optical properties of

ferri-magnetic rare earth garnets.

NAVY
$X40,000—New England Instrument Co.,

Woonsocket, R.I., for missile com-

ponents for Sparrow HI missiles (a

subcontract from Raytheon).

$85,383—Kearfort Co., Inc., Clifton, N.J.,

for synchros.

$74,778—National Cash Register Co.,

Dayton, Ohio, for research in micro-

encapsulation or reactive materials.
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...NEWS IS HAPPENING AT NORTHROP \

NORTRONICS UNIVERSAL DATICO

SOLVING CHECKOUT PROBLEMS FOR ALL 3 SERVICES!

Positive proof that Datico is truly universal

automatic checkout equipment: contracts for

checkout requirements on missile systems and
equipment in all three military branches of the

Department of Defense.

Army — Nortronics is developing for the U. S.

Army a set of Datico universal test equipment
designed toward the test of seven different com-
plete missile systems.

Navy - An application of the Universal Datico
is being developed for operational checkout of

an advanced U.S. Navy missile system.

Air Force - Universal Datico is at work today
in a U.S. Air Force operational environment,
operated by service personnel on a production-

line checkout application to U. H. F. equipment.

Today's Universal Datico is available off-the-

shelf: Federal Stock Catalog Number 6625-650-

7542. It can be readily packaged for maximum
mobility, and is applicable for use at launching
sites, maintenance areas, depots, and assembly-
line checkout stations.

Tomorrow's Datico is already in advanced devel-

opment-by the same management-engineering
team that delivered Datico in time for today's

weapons. For your systems checkout require-

ments at all test levels, call Nortronics. Or, write:

Chief Applications Engineer, Dept. 2003-G2,
Nortronics, A Division of Northrop Corporation,

500 East Orangethorpe, Anaheim, California.

Ml. NORTRONICS A Division of NORTHROP CORPORATION
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\SUPER ALLOY STEELS FOR
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS!

by MIDVAC

When parts for missiles . . . super aircraft

. . . and other jet age products call for

super alloys to operate at high temper-

atures specify MID-VAC Steels.

MID-VAC Steels— produced by the MIDVAC
Process of consumable electrode vacuum

melting — have increased tensile and impact

. . . improved stress rupture strength at elevated

temperatures . . . long fatigue life. They meet

specifications of critical parts where strength is

needed at temperatures above 1000°F. Super

alloys for missile combustion chambers, tail

cone assemblies, nose cone or structural

members, aircraft landing gear parts and

compressor rotor blades.

Offered in ingots, billets or forgings. Write

for technical data on these new super

alloy steels.

Midvac Super Alloys for missile combustion chambers, tail cone assemblies, jet engine

parts and other parts requiring properties beyond the capabilities of conventional steels.

w
WlmcStee£s-

^EPPENSTAL? CO., NICETOWN, PHILADELPHIA 40, PA

Vbsidiary .ol HEPPENSTALL COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa.



people

Allen F. Donovan, a vice president,

has been named di-

rector of advanced
systems planning for

Space Technology
Laboratories, Inc.
The new advanced
planning staff, ac-

cording to STL, is

a step toward "de-

velopment of those

systems which will

be required in the

future to replace today's ballistic missile

and space systems." Donovan has held

positions in the aircraft industry and with

the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory in

R&D of manned aircraft, guided missiles

and space vehicles. During four years

with STL, he has been technical director

for rocket vehicle aspects of the Air Force

Ballistic Missile Programs.

Dr. Clark T. Randt has been ap-

pointed Scientist for Space Medical Re-
search in the Office of Research Grants
and Contracts of the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration. He was
Associate Professor of Neurology in the

Department of Medicine, Western Re-
serve University, and Director of the

Division of Neurology, University Hos-
pitals, Cleveland. Dr. Randt will plan a

long-range basic research program; it is

expected that a large portion of the work
will eventually be carried on by medical

schools and other research organizations

under Federal grants and contracts. In ad-

dition, Dr. Randt will assist NASA in

human factors studies related to manned
space flight.

Three new appointments have been
made at Grand Central Rocket Co.
Albert T. Camp, former head of the Pro-
pellant Division, Naval Ordnance Test
Station, China Lake, is assistant vice

president and director of research. Known
for his direction of the Sidewinder mis-
sile and one of the top solid-propellant

experts, he is credited with development
of temperature-independent solid-propel-

lant rockets and the explanatory formula
for their combustion mechanisms. John
Gustavson. Danish chemical engineer, was
named senior engineer of the advance
planning division for space propulsion.

Frederick F. Harris was appointed di-

rector of Quality Control Div.

Joe C. Harmony has been named
director of general

engineering-receiving

tubes for CBS-Hy-
tron, the electronic

manufacturing divi-

sion of Columbia
Broadcasting Sys-

tem, Inc. He re-

places E. K. Wimpy
who has been as-

signed to the new
post of manager-
marketing research. Harmony has served

as manager of each of the firm's re-

ceiving tube plants and also as general

manager of receiving tube operations.
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HARMONY

Smaller, Stronger Fasteners

for the

Aircraft

Industry...

CHERRYV
Self-Plugging

Rivef. .

.

• IN A-286 STAINLESS STEEL

Where you need the • |N ALUMINUM
strength of a solid rivet— • IN MONEL
in those impossible, blind instal-

lations—the new Cherry 3/32"

Self-Plugging Rivet is the answer.

These Cherry miniature self-plugging rivets are

now available in the industry-proven Cherry High

Clinch configuration. Ideal for delicate installations

in thin sheets with no damage to surrounding material.

A complete line of Cherry 3/32" Hollow Pull-Thru rivets is

also available with either universal or 100° countersunk head.

For technical information write to Townsend Company, Cherry

Rivet Division, P.O. Box 2157-Z, Santa Ana, California.

*Patents Issued and Pending

CHERRY RIVET DIVISION
SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA

Townsend Company
ESTABLISHED 1816 • NEW BRIGHTON, PA.

In Canada: Parmenter & Bulloch Manufacturing Company, Limited, Cananoque, Ontario

Circle No. 35 on Subscriber Service Card.
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BRAIN POWER
Bristol Siddeley Engines Limited ,

—
-.

/

THE CHALLENGE. The changing face of aviation

demands further development of established powerplants;

demands design of new forms of power; demands the right

engine at the right time in the right quantity.

ANSWERED BY A GREAT NEW COMPANY
Bristol Siddeley Engines Limited allies the minds, skills,

resources of Bristol Aero-Engines and Armstrong Siddeley

Motors to form a new giant of immense capability, immedi-

ately equipped for a dominant role in world aviation.

Already Bristol Siddeley presents a great range of power-

plants, extending over the whole field—turbojets, jet-props,

ramjets, rocket motors, piston engines. All outstanding in

design and performance, developed and produced by the

partner companies individually.

It has factories equipped with the most modern mach-

inery to implement modern production methods, and a

highly skilled labour force maintained through its own
advanced apprentice training schools.

More important—Bristol Siddeley possesses a vast coil

plex of test plants which can simulate now the extren|

conditions of flight in the future.

And behind all these resources stands the most vitai

the research, design and development brain power that vk

keep Bristol Siddeley ahead in answering the challenge i

modern aviation.

Famous Bristol Siddeley Engines:

—

sapphire—turbojet . . . high subsonic and supersonic speec

. . . powerplant of the Javelin all-weather interceptor and tl

Handley Page Victor bomber.

peoteus—most powerful jet-prop in airline service remarl

able mechanical excellence and exceptional reliability . . .1

the Bristol Britannia.

viper—turbojet . . . exceptional handling qualities . . . powei

the Hunting Jet Provost, RAF's basic jet trainer, and tbi

Jindivik pilot-less target aircraft.

Orpheus—leading lightweight medium-thrust turbojet
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FLIGHT POWER

eady specified in 8 countries for 14 different aircraft includ-

;
the outstanding Lockheed Jetstar.

gle mamba—jet-prop . . . stressed for naval operations such

deck landing and catapulting . . . installed in the Short

imew.

m—a fully developed ramjet engine . . . powers the Bristol/

Tanti Bloodhound guided missile system, chosen as Britain's

jor air defence weapon, ordered by Sweden.

uma rocket motors—developed and produced as the power
t of the successful Black Knight research rocket.

iTMpus—turbojet . . . remarkable for great power at high

tude and very low fuel consumption . . . powerplant of the

ro Vulcan bomber.

jble mamba—jet-prop . . . virtually twin-engined reliability

long oversea reconnaissance duties . . . powers the Fairey

onet.

centaurtjs and hercules—two radial piston engines, with

Bristol-pioneered sleeve-valves . . . renowned for their reli-

ability and long overhaul life.

P181, P182—turboshafts . . . remarkably compact for power

developed . . . P181 designed for helicopters, P182 for fixed-

wing aircraft.

Bristol

Siddeley
ENGINES LIMITED

translatedinto
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B. F. Goodrich Fabric Tread Tires picked for the X-15

Up, up— 100 miles up at fantastic speeds — the North

American X-15 will carry man to the fringe of Earth's atmos-

phere. And when the X-15 lands it will land at a speed that

will demand top tire performance.

That's why B.F.Goodrich Fabric Tread Tires have been

selected for the nose wheels of the X-15. Already in service

on our fastest jet fighters and missiles, these revolutionary

B. F. Goodrich tires outperform all previous jet tires.

Nylon laminates built into tread stock reduce rubber dis-

tortion under load, equalize modulus between tread and car-

cass, check formation of "shock wave". Unique Fabric Tread

designs eliminate stress points found in ordinary high-speed

tires, also resist tread cutting and punctures.

Without a doubt, B. F. Goodrich Fabric Tread Tires mean

safer takeoffs, more landings, for your supersonic aircraft.

Find out more about Fabric Tread right now by contacting

B.F.Goodrich Aviation Products, a division of The B.F.Goodrich

Company, Dept. MR-49, Akron, Ohio.

B.F.Goodrich aviation products
62 C|„ie No. 37 on Subscribe s.rvic. card. missiles and rockets, April 20, 1959



new missile products

Novel Resistors 10 Times Smaller, Lighter

Market plans for new molecular-

structured resistors, purported to be 10

times smaller and lighter than present

resistance components, have been an-

nounced by Daystrom-Weston Instru-

ments, Daystrom, Inc.

The micro-miniature resistors are

the first commercial production of

elements developed from the micro-

module concept—the idea of combin-
ing extremely small elements of uni-

form shape and size into a single tiny

module capable of performing com-
plete circuit functions.

Basically, the micro-miniature re-

sistors are a solid state material in the

form of a ceramic wafer approximately

10 thousandths of an inch thick and
.35-inch square. By processing suit-

able substrates, these micro-wafers are

inscribed with a series of "isolation

lines" which produce the resistor

characteristics desired.

Single or double-sided resistor

elements can be designed, and various

combinations of circuitry can be em-
ployed with the basic micro-element.

High Reliability Claimed

For APU Power Unit

A new model auxiliary power unit,

designed with an unprecedented maxi-

mum degree of reliability, simplicity

and flexibility, to supply electric power
for a missile's guidance and control

systems has been developed by The
Garrett Corporation's AiResearch Man-
ufacturing Division.

The latest APU eliminates external

plumbing, cuts the number of valves to

less than half the number originally

used on AiResearch APU's now being

manufactured for the Nike-Hercules.

These wafer-like elements may then

be combined into modules of standard

size and shape comprising circuit sub-

assemblies.

Each resistor element—weighing

50 milligrams—contains four resistors,

averaging 10,000 elements (or 40,000

resistors) to the pound and a packing

density of 600,000 parts per cubic foot.

The microscopic resistors are de-

veloped in wafer element forms de-

signed for reliabilities of meantime to

failure of 100,000 hours.

Circle No. 225 on Subscriber Service Card.

It starts instantly and has better service-

ability.

Designed to operate on ethylene

oxide, the new AiResearch APU may
also be used with hydrazine. With
minor modifications a solid propellant

can be utilized. Thus, the new unit

provides maximum flexibility through

the use of proven components available

now, with the advantages of using other

energy sources with adaptations.

The current model supplies five

horsepower for a duration of IV2

minutes at specific load schedule. Its

altitude range is from sea level to more
than 100,000 feet.

Components in the AiResearch
APU include a squib starting mech-
anism, variable delivery hydraulic

pump, accumulator, reservoir, fuel

tank, manifold valve assembly, alter-

nator, speed control, and turbine drive

unit.

The squib start initiates ethylene

oxide decomposition by igniting a small

replaceable solid propellant charge,

which provides instantaneous starting

capability without rearming the gas

generator. The charge has been sized

to assure acceleration of the turbine

to rated speed within two seconds at

ambient temperature as low as minus
65°F.

The variable delivery pump delivers

required system flow at a pressure

range of 2880 to 3200 psig.

A new design utilizes a single valve

block to house all valves necessary for

proper operation of the unit. This

manifold valve assembly reduces the

previously required number to seven.

A new alternator for the APU has

been designed which is a two-phase,

permanent magnet, pad-mounted ma-
chine sized for existing requirement.

One phase provides 30 volts ac for

direct rectification to dc for operation

of a fuel control valve. The second

phase provides 120 volts ac for missile

lift-off signal and the turbine frequency

sensor.

The turbine is not subjected to ad-

verse effect of step load changes re-

sulting in better speed regulation. The
turbine assembly has been redesigned

to incorporate a pad-mounted, variable

displacement pump and alternator, pro-

viding ease of replacement in the field.

The turbine rotating assembly consists

of a turbine wheel and shaft assembly.

The APU weighs 85 pounds less

fuel and oil. It measures approximately

30 inches long, 12 wide and 15 high.

Circle No. 226 on Subscriber Service Card.

New Electronic Cable

Utilizes Compact Assembly

Custom electrical and electronic

cable and cable assemblies designed

to help solve missile cable problems
are being manufactured by the Aero-
nautical and Instrument Division, Rob-
ertshaw-Fulton Controls Co.

Missiles use multi-conductor cable

to link electronic components and sys-

tems, involving both airborne and
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ground support or test equipment, and

as many as 30 to 40 electrical leads

may be needed to connect complete

electronic units. Conceivably, each lead

might have a different material. Since

it is no longer practical to string in-

dividually the many cables that may
be required from blockhouse to launch-

ing pad, or from pad to missile, elec-

trical conductors now are bound into

compact cable assemblies, protected

with suitable jacketing materials and

provided with integral electrical connec-

tors.

Cables are custom designed to meet

customers, specific requirements and

can be manufactured to nearly any

length or size. They are manufactured

on special planetary cabling machines

designed by the firm. These unique

machines are capable of completing

the most precise and complex cables

to meet the ever-increasing demand
for specialized cable configurations.

Circle No. 228 on Subscriber Service Card.

T-Shaped Mini-Mount

Aids Miniaturization

Smallest space installation of telem-

etry components within a missile is said

to be made possible by the new Type
1405 mini-mount, manufactured by

Tele-Dynamics Inc.

The mount is a pre-wired, welded
"T"-shape which is designed to accept

TDI type 1213A subcarrier oscillators

and a TDI type 1106A wide-band am-
plifier. Sizes are available for four,

eight, and 1 2 subcarrier channels.

The mount attaches directly to the

vehicle structure and the miniature

plug-in units contribute their own struc-

tural strength to the assembly when
they become clamped to the T-mem-
ber. All test points trimmer controls,

and receptacles are ccessible.

Functionally the mount and its

plug-in components act is the data in-

put section of a telemetry transmitting

system. Data voltages are applied to

the subcarrier oscillators for conver-

sion to FM information. The mixer

amplifier provides a composite FM out-

put which drives a telemetry trans-

mitter. Inflight calibration is available

through relays included in the mount
base. When externally actuated, the

relays connect fixed-level voltages, sup-

plied externally, to the subcarrier oscil-

lators to provide a standard frequency,

deviation.

Circle No. 229 on Subscriber Service Card.

Auto-Checkout For

Telemetry Discriminators

A method for the improvement of

reliability of FM/FM telemetered data

is provided by the Model 5006 Auto-

matic Discriminator Checkout System

developed by Dynatronics, Inc., Or-

lando, Fla.

This unit generates the 18 RDB
standard FM/FM subcarrier frequen-

cies simultaneously at 11 separate

frequency deviations and also 18

simultaneous current outputs for com-

parison with outputs of discriminators

under test. It provides automatic, semi-

automatic, and manual operation.

In automatic mode up to 18 dis-

criminators are fed with their re-

spective channel frequencies and the

output indicated by meters for com-
parison.

The channel frequencies are slaved

to a master deviation selector which

automatically drives through 1 1 devia-

tions of plus or minus 1.5, 3, 4.5, 6,

7.5 and percent.

Standard currents are likewise

automatically compared with the dis-

criminator at each point. If a meter

reaches a preset limit the sequence is

stopped and a light indicates the out-

of-tolerance discriminator. Linearity of

the discriminators to checked to better

than 0.1%.
Circle No. 230 on Subscriber Service Card.

Tiny Mercury Battery,

Capacitator Produced

A solid tantalum capacitor half the

thickness of a dime, and a tiny mer-

cury battery the size of an aspirin have

been developed for the Army Micro-

Module program according to an an-

nouncement by P. R. Mallory & Co
Inc.

The Mallory micro-module tanta-

lum capacitor was developed in two

thicknesses, .028" in ratings up to 15

mfd x volts, and .35" in ratings up to

30 mfd x volts. Three different ratings

and five terminal arrangements were

developed in each thickness. The units

have an effective operating temperature

range of -65° to 85°C.

The Mallory RM 312 mercury bat-

tery was designed for modules requir-

ing a self-contained source of power.

The powerful little battery has a di-

ameter of .305" and is only .135"

thick.

The P. R. Mallory Co. is cooperat-

ing with RCA, the prime contractor

for the Army Micro-Module program.

The program was established to pro-

vide the Armed Forces with compo-
nents and communications equipment

physically reduced in size, but with no

compromise in quality or reliability of

performance.

Major emphasis of the program is

on reducing the logistical problem

through the development of electronic

equipment that is less bulky and re-

quires less technical know-how to op-

erate than present equipment. Empha-
sis is also on reducing maintenance

and "down time" through the use of

"throw-away" component packages.

The micro-module as presently con-

ceived, is the combining of micro-min-

iature transistors, capacitors, diodes

and other components (called micro-
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Mitchell Camera installation for radar tracking studies.

HOW MITCHELL CAMERAS

SUPPLY VARIED DATA IN ROCKETS

AND MISSILES DEVELOPMENT

• Exact Pin Registration

During Film Exposure

• Event Time to 1 Millisecond

Extensive testing instruments in-

corporating Mitchell 16mm, 35mm
and 70mm cameras provide key
data at the U.S. Naval Ordnance
Test Station at China Lake, Calif.,

one of the primary weapon develop-
ment centers of the Navy's Bureau
of Ordnance.

Fifty Mitchell 35mm cameras
are used on radars, tracking cam-
era mounts and fixed tripods to
record missile and rocket devel-
opment. Camera motors allow
synchronous as well as in-phase

Data dial instrumentation by Mitchell camera.

operation of several cameras cov-
ering a test... important in film
assessing. Eight 16mm Mitchell
cameras are used for pictorial cov-

erage of tests.

One metric photographic group
shoots as much as 20,000 feet of
35mm film in one day. Other
Mitchell cameras record under-
water, engineering and aviation
tests at this ordnance center.

For information on Mitchell
cameras, write describing your
requirements.

CORPORATION

Cable Address: "MITCAMCO"

85% Of Professional Motion

Pictures Shown Throughout The World

Are Filmed With Mitchell Cameras

The Mitchell camera, by virtue of its

exact pin registration during film ex-

posure, allows these data to be deter-

mined to a reasonably high degree of

accuracy through the use of film assess-

ing equipment built to take advantage

of this feature:

DIRECTION

OF

MOTION

i

— YAW

CG
>

a
Yaw -Side-to-side motion of missile.

DIRECTION

OF
MOTION

\PITCH

i
Pitch— Up-and-down motion of missile.

Roll—Turning motion of missile.

7 '

a
Miss Distance -Gap between missile

and target at point of interception.

2
33

Flight Time—A series of lines on film;

timed to accuracy of 1 millisecond.

a

aFee]

Position Data— Target location with

azimuth and elevation readings.

Pictorial Record -Record of all visible

actions during test.

Separation Data — High-speed separa-

tion actions for detailed study.
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elements) suitably combined to form a

sealed or encapsulated solid body.

These module units are so designed or

packaged to make reasonable the dis-

card of the entire unit when any one

component goes bad.

Circle No. 231 on Subscriber Service Card.

Diode Switch Has

Fast Triggering Time

A 200-milIiwatt Dynistor diode

switch is now available in commercial

quantities from Westinghouse Electric

Corp. The device is a multi-junction,

two-terminal germanium switch that

can transfer from a blocking to a con-

ductive condition in fractions of a

microsecond. This switching time is

considerably shorter than that of

switching transistors of comparable

power handling capacities.

In the 200-milliwatt rating, the

Dynistor diode can be used for appli-

cations in computers and core-driver

circuitry. It can also be used as a

protection against transient overvolt-

ages, as an oscillator, a sawtooth wave
generator, a fast acting relay, and a

phase controlled rectifier, among other

applications. The device is available in

four breakover-voltage categories rang-

ing from 50 to 200 volts.

In operation, the Dynistor diode

is triggered by a short duration trigger

pulse, which can be of less than one-

microsecond duration, and of sufficient

magnitude to insure raising the voltage

on the device above its breakover

voltage.

To turn the device off, the voltage

must momentarily be reduced to zero,

or the current through the device must

be reduced below minimum sustaining

current. Thus, it is essentially an on-

off switch similar in operation to a

gas discharge tube or neon bulb. The
major difference is that the voltage

drop in the conducting condition of

the diode is less than a volt. The
faster switching times, ranges of break-

over voltages, and small size are other

major differences. The unit is encap-

sulated in a JETEC Type 30 case.

Circle No. 232 on Subscriber Service Card.

Ultrasonic Delay Lines

Have Wide Period Range
Development of ultrasonic delay

lines with very short and long delay

times has been announced by Corn-

ing Glass Works. They will store a

signal with minimum attenuation for

periods ranging from less than 50 to

more than 15,000 microseconds.

Ultrasonic delay lines are pro-

duced by Corning for military radar

systems. The new, very short and very

long delay lines greatly extend the

range of possible delay times.

Ultra-short delay lines were de-

HAWS
EMERGENCY
EYE-WASH
FOUNTAINS

Model 8930:

Basic eye-wash model; ename
Iron bowl, chrome plated br

heads. HAWS also offers eye <

face wash fountains and dre

Chemicals, foreign particles, caustics — all

mean DANGER to eyes! Instant relief is vital! HAWS

Eye-Wash Fountains flood the eyes with controlled

water streams - soothing, relieving until medical aid

arrives. Fool-proof operation activates fountain in-

stantly, possibly avoiding permanent injury. HAWS

Emergency Facilities are also widely used for routine

cleansing of eyes as a precautionary measure. Write

today for illustrated literature on HAWS complete

line of emergency facilities.

(Since 1909)

1443 FOURTH STREET

BERKELEY 10, CALIFORNIA
Circle No. 39 on Subscriber Service Card.

FOR INTERNAL INSPECTIOH

• 0.10" AND UP . . . That's the point

of entry requirement ... to provide your

inspectors the chance to use the out-

standing National Fontar Borescope and

thus give them the brightest, distortion-

free, close-up view of the defect in "in-

accessible" interior surfaces of the cast,

drawn, welded or molded product . . .

from inches deep to many feet.

Find out how its use can be a time and

cost saver while it up grades your Qual-

ity Control. Just send for our "Bore-

scope Catalog."

G D
NATIONAL ELECTRIC INSTRUMENT DIVISION

92—21 Corona Avenue • Elmhurit 73, New York

Circle No. 40 on Subscriber Service Card.
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. . . Kearfott

analog-to- digital

converters

accuracy, reliability, varied capacities and codings

Kearfott's direct drive converters translate shaft rotation into electrical and visual

digital form. These mechanically positioned units consist of coded drums, the number
depending on the code and total count. The first, or units drum, connects directly to the

input shaft and rotates as the shaft turns. On models where more than one drum is used,
high speed odometer type gearing provides interconnection. All models can be read "on
the run" or "on demand" and all tracks may produce simultaneous or serial readings,

depending on the interrogating pulse.

The high performance and quality of Kearfott's analog-to-digital converters are assured
by stringent testing for:

Mechanical Accuracy: The location of any code transition point must fall within one-
third bit of its true angular position.

Low and High Temperature: All units operate efficiently at temperatures ranging from
- 65° F to + 260° F.

Brush Ship: Conducted in conjunction with tests for temperature, vibration, shock and
acceleration. A typical brush skip test employs 200 Msec, 23V DC amplitude interrogat-
ing pulses at 4000 cycles per second. With the shaft rotating, each output drum track is

monitored for a total of 500,000 pulses, in which "lost" counts or "skips" will not
exceed 1 in 15,000.

Shock: Kearfott converters are subjected to 18 shocks in three different planes with
shock loading of ± 15 g's.

Vibration: Units must withstand vibrations between 5 and 500 cps with applied load
of ± 10 g's.

Acceleration: All units are subjected to radial accelerations of varying magnitudes up
to a maximum of ± 7.5 g's.

Life: Over 1 million linear feet (1000 hours at 82 RPM) of continuous brush travel on
drum coded patterns can be achieved without excessive wear to drums, brushes or other
sub-components.

Write for new ADAC brochure.

ANALOG -TO - DIGITAL. CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS

Kearfott Unit No 423830-1
Code (1) B.D
No. of Drums' 1 ....

to 84 in
Range 348.5° of arc.

11.5° dead spot
coded O

Bits per Revolution 85

423607-1
B.D.

1

-19 to
to + 19

39

Y1241-11A P1240-11A Y1240-11A
B.D B.D B.D.
2 3 3

to 359 W^Vo+t'-fo 0t° 359 -9

U1240-11
B.D.
4

. P1241-11A
. C.B. (Gray)

5

Revolutions for Total Range 1 1

Volts D.C 23
Current (ma.) 20

Inertia (gm. cm,') (2) 158
Unit Diameter (in.) 2Va
Unit Length (in.) 31/32
Life (3)

. 12 .

20

. 48

1%

40

9

23

20

104

1%

20

. 100

. 23

. 20

. 28

40 .

90 .

23

20

158

40

90

23

20

100

• mt I'Me 1-875

V/K 1-43/64 1% 2Mt 2.8125

10' revolutions or 10 3 hours
Static Torque (in.-oz.) (4) 0.5 0.1 1.0 5 1.0 1.0

0-32.768 (2' 5)

. 16

. 2,048

. 10.5

. 20

. 20

. V/K
3

Weight (oz.)

Maximum Speed (RPM)
Dielectric (Volts DC)

5 3.5 5.75

1100 250 300

500 500 500

(1) B.D. (Binary Decimal), C.B. (Cyclic Binary)

(2) Inertia measured at maximum trip.

4 7.75

400 300

. . /. r- 500^ 500

(3} Under recommended conditions.

(4) At room temperature.

6.5

700

500

. 2 (break)
1 (running)

. . . 5

. . . 600

. . . 500

Engineers: Kearfott offers challenging opportunities in advanced component and system development.

A

S&arfott
GENERAL
PRECISION
COMPANY

KEARFOTT COMPANY, INC., LITTLE FALLS, N. J.

A subsidiary of General Precision Equipment Corporation

Sales and Engineering Offices: 1500 Main Ave., Clifton, N. J.

Midwest Office: 23 W. Calendar Ave., La Grange, III.

South Central Office: 6211 Denton Drive, Dallas, Texas
West Coast Office: 253 N. Vinedo Avenue, Pasadena, Calif.
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is the actual size of the

world's simplest acceleration switch.

It represents a totally new concept in acceleration sensing devices. Weight: about
one ounce. Only one moving part: a precision ground ball held by an alnico mag-
net. The ball is released to close or open an electric circuit when the force of

acceleration exceeds the magnet's pull.

It's as simple as that. Yet this versatile I-S design makes possible switches that re-

spond axial ly, radially, or omnidirectionally, from 0.0 1 g to 500 gs. With adjust-

able g settings, If you desire. Automatic reset is optional. Closure t"

Accurate within 0. 1%. Meets all applicable Mil specs.

But more than an ingenious design, the i-S switch represents an
important attitude ... an attitude that produces only equip-

ment of sound and simple design and reliable perform-
ance, of uses limited only by your needs.

Try us; write today for descriptive brochure MR-459.

INERTIA SWITCH, INC. 31 1 W. 43rd St., New York 36 • JUdson 6-5880

l_J

Circle No. 42 on Subscriber Service Card.

OLIVER

At Astrodyne's plant in McGregor, Texas, this Oliver-Farquhar 2140-Ton
Hydraulic Extruding Press does its work in the silence of its own cell, com-
pacting today's powerful solid rocket propellents. All movements of this

unique press are programmed and recorded in a central control bunker placed
at a safe distance from the unmanned press cell.

Write, wire or phone for complete information or ask for our recommen-
dations and propolis. The Oliver Corporation, A. B. Farquhar Division,

Press and Special Machinery Departments, York 6, Penna.

Circle No. 43 on Subscriber Service Card.
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veloped through glass composition re-'i

search at Corning. The new glasses

have nearly a zero temperature co-]

efficient of time delay, and can provide

delay times up to several hundred
microseconds without the need for

bulky and heavy heating equipment.

The glasses are manufactured by

the same techniques used in production

of optical glass and therefore can be

formed into standard glass shapes.

The very long delay lines were
developed through improvements ia

fused silica production methods, which

make it impossible to form plates of

pure fused silica up to 48 inches in;

diameter. The extremely low acoustic

attenuation of fused silica makes pos-

sible delay times of 15,000 micro-

seconds in a single plane delay line.

The company formerly achieved

maximum delays of 5250 microseconds

by using folded, or multiple, delay

lines.

Fused silica is produced by a

unique evaporation process developed

by Corning research scientists. The
material is said to be one of the

purest man-made substances.

Circle No. 233 on Surbscriber Service Card.

Ball Bushings Weigh
Only 0.15 of an Ounce

Thomson Industries, Inc., has com-
menced producing miniaturized linear

ball bushings specifically designed for

military systems requirements requir-

ing miniaturization.

Designated INST-396, those ball

bushings are for use on shaft diameters

of 0.1246" and 0.1871". Overall di-

mensions are: O.D.—0.3125", Length
—0.5" and 0.375" and 0.562" re-

spectively. They weigh only 0.15 and
0.30 ounces. Despite small size, each

bearing contains three complete ball

circuits with each circuit containing 16
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600 pounds of missile

• . . tons of gray matter

The Bullpup, air-to-ground missile by Martin Orlando.

Small, light . . . almost dainty compared to some monster

missiles. Yet deadly! Fire one . . . mission complete.

That's because of the gray matter . . . tons, if you could

measure it . . . poured into the Bullpup by the men of

Martin Orlando. Every day these men grab fistfuls of

the future . . . engineer it, program it through computers,

reduce the data, design hardware, test it . . . and add

it to the present.

Working in the finest R&D and production facility, located

in sunny Orlando, Florida, these men probe the limits in

electronics, propulsion, guidance . . . the complete

spectrum of large weapons systems. Martin Orlando's chief

asset is gray matter . . . clear, imaginative, experienced

thought. And we can always use more. Come . . . and

bring your gray matter.

Senior level openings for Electronic Engineers, Physicists,

and Electrical Engineers in these design areas:

pulse circuitry, electronic packaging, transistor circuitry,

production test equipment, digital and analog computer.

Opportunities for men experienced in calculating solid

state parameters, molecular distribution and quantum

mechanics. Send confidential resume to:
J.

E Wallace,

Director of Professional Staffing, The Martin Company,

Orlando 24, Florida.

A great name in electronics/missiles



NEW
PROGRAMS

have created

IMMEDIATE

OPENINGS
for top quality engineers

with experience in-

Preliminary Analysis

Aerodynamics

Flight Dynamics

Structural Dynamics

Aero-Thermodynamics

Flight Simulation

Space Communication

Space Instrumentation

Radar Systems &
Techniques

Electronic

Countermeasures

Guidance

Instrumentation

Electronics Test

Design

Computing

Reliability

Human Factors

Well paid jobs for qualified

people.

Relocating expenses paid.

For information on these

and other engineering
positions, write:

B. J. Ralph, Dept. 451 M
Missile Division

North American Aviation, Inc.

12214 Lakewood Blvd.

Downey, California

MISSILE DIVISION^
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.

... new missile products

balls in the smaller and 17 balls in

the larger ball bushing.

Fabrication of precision ball cir-

cuits in this miniature size was made
possible by the development of special

milling techniques, using a 16 to 1

pantograph ratio.

Although small in size, these bush-

ings possess all of the supersensitive

characteristics of the larger and heavier

instrument quality bushings. In addi-

tion, they are said to be extremely

rugged in construction and capable of

withstanding high vibrational and shock

loads. The precision manufacturing

techniques, combined with the anti-

friction rolling design, assure minimum
static and rolling friction together with

a high degree of reliability and repeat-

ability.

The miniature bushings consist of

three basic parts: an outer sleeve and

balls made from stainless steel and a

ball retainer made from brass. An
alternate material is 52100 chrome
bearing steel. AH parts are precision

machined and then individually in-

spected for both surface finish and
dimensions. Each bearing is also in-

dividually tested for sensitivity.

Where required, shafts having a

surface finish of 2-4 rms are supplied,

individually fitted to bushings to pro-

vide clearance of .0001" minimum and
.003" maximum. Shaft materials are

either stainless steel or 52100.

Circle No. 234 on Subscriber Service Card.

Rocket Shut-off Valve
Produced for New ICBM

A six-inch rocket propellant shut-

off valve for remote control has been
developed for a major ICBM by the

Clary Dynamics Division of Clary
Corp.

The gate valve can be controlled

electrically or manually and is de-

signed for pneumatic or hydraulic ac-

tuation.

It is designed to operate at -35 to

+ 160°F with a response time of .5 to

1.5 seconds. With minor modifications,

the shut-off valve will operate at tem-
peratures of -320 to +250°F.

Leakage rate with upstream fuel

pressurization of 12 PSIG is .5 CC's
per minute; leakage with downstream
air pressurization of 50 PSIG is less

than 10 CC's per minute. Maximum
operating pressure is 60 PSIG.

The shut-off valve will pass a flow

of standard liquid fuels at the rate of

2000 gallons per minute with a pres-

sure drop of .31 PSIG. It weighs 16V2
pounds.

Circle No. 235 on Subscriber Service Card.

HEXSEALS'
Modular

(Explosion-Proof*

)

SWITCH
{

and

SHAFT SEALS

I

70

• Fit all industrial electrical

controls.

• Meet Military Specifications

:

MIL-B-005423A (ASG),
MIL-B-19257 (Ships),

SCL-6303 (Sig. Corps),

Paragraph 183.10-20,

Part (B)

U. S. Coast Guard.

^'DISCLAIMER: We cannot assume respon-

sibility for explosion-proofing any equipment
not entirely designed by APM, therefore no
guarantee is made or implied.

Send for Catalog 359

A. P. M. Corporation
(AUTOMATIC and PRECISION MFG.)

252 Hawthorne Ave.,Yonkers,N.Y.

YOnkers 8-2010

Designers and Manufacturers of

HIGH PRESSURE STATIC AND MOVABLE SEALS

HEXSEALS® • SEELSKREWS®' SEELBOLTS®- SEELRIVITS9
Circle No. 44 on Subscriber Service Card.
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TEMCO
AIRCRAFT-DALLAS

FROM DESIGN

TO PRODUCTION

TEMCO

FOLLOWS THROUGH

Temco is regarded by its customers as a follow-through

company . . with solid performance in every aspect of the

contract from design to production. We consider it our busi-

ness to be a partner on the job . . to cooperate willingly, to

communicate freely.

Temco follows through by keeping top management and the

customer informed on overall progress and program status. It

follows through on quality control . . on materials during test-

ing without waiting for a go-ahead on the next move. It

naturally follows that Temco delivers a quality product, on
schedule, and at the lowest possible cost.

For many years Temco has grown in the fields of subcontract-

ing and aircraft modification. In addition it is rapidly develop-

ing its own proprietary products and participating in prime
weapons systems development. It has the management, the

capabilities, integrated skills and facilities to design, develop

and produce for the electronics, aircraft and missile industries.

Whether you need a component, subsystem or complete
system, team up with Temco . . Temco follows through.

SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

DIRECTED RESEARCH

DEVELOPMENT

ELECTRONICS • AIRCRAFT • MISSILES

PRODUCTION
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MODERN WEAPON

SYSTEMS
Depend on

Reliable Technical Manuals!
Reliability is the key factor stressed more and

more in military equipment procurement, espe-

cially for components of modern weapon sys-

tems. Maintaining equipment reliability in the

field requires Technical Manuals of exceptional

quality. The thinking of the military on this

point is clearly reflected in the following quota-

tion from Specification MIL-M-005474B:

"Modern weapon systems and support equip-

ment represent a vastly increased complexity in

equipment, with the result that each manual

MUST be, and shall be, engineered as carefully

as the equipment which it covers; sufficient time,

thought and energy shall be expended to make
it so. In sharp contrast with any idea that techni-

cal manuals can be a "cheap and dirty" effort

in a program involving design and production

of costly and complex equipment, a new high

standard shall be sought in the development of

technical manuals produced to this specification.

The cost of operation and maintenance can sky-

rocket when Service personnel fail to 'get the

word,' that is, when they fail to get clearly under-

standable, well -written and well -illustrated

manuals."

We are gratified to note this firm statement of

policy since it defines a quality of service and

product which is standard with Spruce Co. Each

project, large or small, is directed by a publica-

tion engineer supported by quality control pro-

cedures and complete production facilities. With
this approach we are able to consistently pro-

duce the accurate, readily understandable and

well illustrated technical manuals demanded by

the military.

For additional information about the many tech-

nical data services offered by R. Spruce Co., write

today for the informative brochure "Technical

Publications by Spruce."

R. SPRUCE COMPANY
Technical Publications Specialists

608 S. Dearborn Street Chicago 5, Illinois

An Affiliate of American Aviation Publications, Inc.

R. Spruce Company Name

608 S. Dearborn Street

Chicago 5, Illinois
Title

Please send me a copy of
Company

your new brochure
AHHrp<i<!

Technical Publications by Spruce"

at no cost or obligation. City 7.nne Stare
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EMPLOYMENT

INFRARED

(Continued from page 33)

other gain stage following the threshold

circuit.

Azimuth-position voltage (0.2 vdc/-

degree) is derived from a precision po-

tentiometer (see position pickoff, Fig.

2). Elevation sweep, defined by the po-

sition of the commutator, is derived

from a sawtooth generator circuit. The

sawtooth synchronizing signal is from

a variable reluctance pickoff. Two
pulses per commutator rotation corre-

spond to the two commutation cycles

per rotation.

• Performance—The calculated sen-

sitivity of CODES is 2 x 10"11 watts/

-

cm2 for a probability of detection of

80% per frame and a false alarm rate

of 10/hr. When testing CODES, the

signal from one cell was processed.

The system noise equivalent input was

observed as 1.6 x 10-11 watts/cm 2 in

the 1.8 to 2.7 micron band. Then all

of the system was operated at a low

false alarm rate. For a 50% single-scan

probability of detection, a signal of 2

x 10~10 watts/cm2 was required. This

corresponds to an S/N for one cell of

approximately 12. It can be shown,

however, that for low false alarm rates

50% detection probability should be

an S/N of 4. Thus the detection capa-

bility of the demonstrator compared

with one cell is reduced by a factor

of 3.

Operational models of CODES,
when optimized, will be more compact

and lighter. According to Harvey Dub-
ner, manager of Avion's Advanced De-

velopment Laboratory, this will be

achieved in part by eliminating the

rocking plane mirror as the scanning

collector. Instead, scanning in future

models will be accomplished by ro-

tating or rocking the whole unit. The
adaptation will of course vary with

application and the vehicle.

• Corrections—-Measured sensitivity

in the demonstrator is correctable by

optimizing the optical transmission.

Also, the original unit was operated

under a limiting condition from a

source other than cell noise. A 1-db

noise rise was measured between cell

bias "on" and "off." Cells are available

with improved contour and of im-

proved materials for higher level oper-

ation that will increase the usable sig-

nal, after commutation, by a factor

of 1.7.

In pilot production now, an Avion
spokesman said the company will be

ready for regular production of opera-

tional models in 8 to 12 months. At
that time, cost for small quantities will

be "under $5,000."

ENGINEERS

General Electric's Advanced

Electronics Center

the construction of its new R&D

Laboratory at Cornell University's

Industrial Research Park

Equipped with most modern laboratory tools

available and manned by one of the country's

leading research and development teams, this

new facility, on the shores of Lake Cayuga in

Ithaca, New York, will be dedicated to advanc-
ing man's knowledge in areas of electronics that

today lie beyond state-of-the-art barriers.

At the present time far-ranging programs in

applied research and development work are be-

ing pursued in these important areas:

RADAR / INFRARED/ DATA PROCESSING

AND COMMUNICATIONS/ HUMAN
FACTORS ENGINEERING/ ELECTRONIC

COUNTERMEASURES/ WEAPONS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE AND MISSILE ELECTRONICS

The Advanced Electronics Center's rapid growth (from a small staff of less than

a dozen eight years ago to a full complement of 380 today) is indicative of the

accelerated career development that may be attained by working for G.E.

If you are a graduate engineer or physicist who has the imagination, training-

and experience to make major personal contributions to advanced programs in any
of the above areas, write in strict confidence to: Mr. James R. Colgin, Advanced

Electronics Center at Cornell University, Light Military Electronics Dept., Div. 73-WP

.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Ithaca New York
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ENGINEERS/EE/ME/AE

FOCAL POINT
FOR

CAREERS IN

SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING

General Electric's New

Defense Systems Dept.

From many diverse disciplines in

engineering and the sciences, ca-
pable men are coming together to

form the nucleus of the new De-
fense Systems Department— an
organization devoted exclusively
to conceiving

, integrating and
managing prime defense pro-
grams, such as:

r ATLAS DYNA-SOAR^

L SENTRY and other highly
classified systems which
cannot be listed here.

Whether you are a systems engi-
neer now or not, the inauguration
of this new department presents
a rare opportunity for bringing
your own career into sharp focus
in systems engineering.

Immediate assignments in

SYSTEMS PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

WEAPONS ANALYSIS

WEAPONS SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

ELECTRONICS • DYNAMICS

COMPUTER LOGICAL DESIGN

PRELIMINARY DESIGN

APPLIED MATHEMATICS

ADVANCED SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

SYSTEMS EVALUATION

THEORETICAL AERODYNAMICS

Please direct your inquiry
in strictest confidence to

Mr. E. A. Smith, Dept. 4-G.

>>>)>)))))

I

EH3
i

Defense Systems Department

GENERAL© ELECTRIC
300 South Geddes Street
Syracuse, New York
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Write for spec sheet and picture.
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SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

missiles and rockets

For additional information about any product or service advertised

>r mentioned in the editorial pages of this issue of Missiles and

lockets:

Use the attached prepaid reply cards. Circle numbers shown on

he reply card that correspond with numbers appearing beneath items

lescribed. If no circle number accompanies the article or advertise-

nent, give page number (and advertiser's name) on line provided at

xrttom of the card.

Your requests for information will be forwarded promptly to the

:ompanies concerned.

NEW PRODUCT BRIEFS
\CHINE UNIT. Simplex machine unit

irings, constructed to meet low-cost

uirements of many applications,

e been introduced by Hoover Ball

I Bearing Company. Designed for

it loads at normal speeds, the ma-

ne unit includes a single row bear-

of deepgroove design with extended

9r ring, equipped with two set screws

locking the bearing on its shaft,

larable seals may be used either

jly or on both sides of bearing. A
3 lock ring holds the entire unit se-

ely in its straight bore housing,

irings are available in shaft sizes

n l/
2
" through 1-3/16".

I* No. 245 on Subscriber Service Card.

IYL CABLE FILTER. Wieoa "No-
il" cable filler, developed to replace

1, cotton or other similar filler ma-

als for environmental grade military

:tron'c cables, has been announced

the Wire Co. of America. The filler

a flexible rod of fungus-resistant,

-hygroscopic vinyl, extruded over a

tral core of glass fiber, which pre-

ts stretching. It is named "No-Con"
iause it is a non-conductor rod and

not, In error, be soldered to an

strieal connector. Certified as an

iironmental grade material to con-

m to specifications MIL-C-9I5-A and
L-E-5272A, its operating temperature

ge is minus 80°F to plus 200"F. It

ivailable in a full range of diameters,

ti .050" to .250" on spools up to

300' continuous lenqths.

la No. 246 on Subscriber Service Card.

pELESS POWER SUPPLY. Develop-

lt of a 6-36 volt dc at 15 amperes
nsistorized transient-free power sup-

has been announced by Perkin En-

eering Corp. Model No. MTR636-
is designed for testing transistorized

uits where transistor failure occurs

1 the conventional statically-regu-

d power supplies due to line and
i transients. This unit has a regula-

of ±25 millivolts; a ripple of 5

ivolts RMS maximum and dynamic
iedance of 50 milliohms maximum
n O-20KC. No output fuses are re-

red due to an automatic current

ting circuit which provides overload

short circuit protection automatic-

. Conservative design within the unit

mits operation at 15 amperes with

lterrupted service, even in the case

a transistor failure. It features mag-
ic amplifier regulation for regulation

ripple specifications.

!• No. 247 on Subscriber Service Card.

UHF CONNECTOR. Edlen Inc. has an-

nounced the production of a new UHF
connector, designated the Crimpee

CR-8-UF. The connector is a 50 OHM
matched fitting which requires no sold-

ering, eliminating the problem of melted

dielectric. The outer shell makes posi-

tive 360° contact with the cable braid.

The connector is compatible with all

existing connectors, and will fit the SO-
239 socket. Mechanically strong, the

cable braid will break before the con-

nector pulls apart. The insulator is made
of teflon, and the other parts are silver

plated brass.

Circle No. 24S on Subscriber Service Card.

DIGITAL VOLTMETER. An all-electronic

digital voltmeter, capable of making 50

measurements per second, is now being

marketed by Electro Instruments Inc.

The four-digit model 8409 features

totally transistorized logic circuits; —

:

digit accuracy; automatic polarity;

automatic, manual and remote ranging;

1000 meg ohm input impedance;

BCD and decimal output; direct printer

operation; provision for external ref-

erence voltage; and modular construc-

tion throughout.
Circle No. 249 on Subscriber Service Card.

CURVE TRACER. A transistor curve

tracer for engineering, training, produc-

tion and servicing applications has been

developed by the Inter-Mountain In-

struments Branch of Curtiss-Wright

Corp.'s Electronics Div. Known as model

TCT-2, the instrument can display either

one curve or a five curve family. The

Ve and lc waves are directly calibrated.

It displays collector voltage-collector

current (output) curves for common
emitter or common base connection.

The tracer is designed for use

with any standard DC oscilloscope with

single presentation possible with any

standard AC oscilloscope. Another fea-

ture of the transistor curve tracer is

that emitter-base voltage for selected

input currents may be measured by

using an external DC meter to charac-

terize points on the input curve.

Circle No. 250 on Subscriber Service Card.

DELAY LINE. Control Electronics Co.

has developed a compact lag-type de-

lay line for use with signals in the sonic

frequency range. Known as the F344,

this lag type delay line has an imped-

ance of 1100 ohms, a band width of

15 kcs and a total delay of 76 micro-

seconds.
Circle No. 251 on Subscriber Service Card.
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MISSILE LITERATURE

PRINTED CIRCUITS. A booklet on

"Reliability and Cost in Printed Cir-

cuits" has recently been issued by the

Arthur Ansley Manufacturing Co. It dis-

cusses the relationship between various

factors affecting both cost and reliability

and points out that the proper printed

circuit design may simultaneously cut

overall cost and increase reliability. The

greater care needed to manufacture

high reliability printed circuits does of

course, increase initial cost, but in mili-

tary and industrial electronic equip-

ment this increase is well justified.

Circle No. 200 on Subscriber Service Card.

FORGING. The Cameron Iron Wcrkj

has released a brochure describing its

plant and the scope of its forging de-

velopment. The brochure depicts Cam-
eron facilities for forging high densite

steels into jet engine components; stain-

less steels into nuclear reactors, jet en-

gines and steam power components,

and high-quality alloy steels into short-

lived missile components.

Circle No. 201 on Subscriber Service Card.

ACTUATORS. A 15-page booklet de-

scribing linear and rotary hydraulic

servo actuators, is offered by the Dalmo

Victor Co. These units are designed for

use in applications requiring wide dy-

namics speed range and high-frequency

response performance. Booklet includes

design and flow requirements needed

to meet specified servo loop perform-

ance figures.

Circle No. 202 on Subscriber Service Card.

MAGNETIC SERVOS. An eight-page

color brochure entitled, "High Power

Transistor Magnetic Servo Amplifiers,"

has been published by Magnetic Am-
plifiers, Inc. Illustrated with photographs,

diagrams and charts, the booklet, desig-

nated Bulletin S-961, describes the

manufacturer's "Advanced Design 'B'

Line" of servo amplifiers built for in-

dustrial and military use. Applications

cover power control for such varied

equipment as automated milling ma-

chines, lathes, jig boring machines,

camera and light positioning systems,

computers, optical tracking systems, in-

ertial platforms and radar antenna posi-

tioning systems. Technical data deals

with I to 4 stage systems, utilizing AC
or DC inputs with transistor-magnetic or

all magnetic configurations for 60 and

400 cycle per second systems. Detailed

engineering and performance specifica-

tions are given for each system.

Circle No. 203 on Subscriber Service Card.

STATISTICS. A new and expanded 1959

edition of ElA's statistical series on the

electronics industry is now available.

New areas added include statistics and

products in the consumer area, a com-

plete electronics industrial products dos-

sier, and military electronics data cover-

ing aircraft, missilery, and government

expenditures. Copies of the 5th annual

"Fact Book" for 1959 prepared by the

EIA Marketing Data Department are

available to non-EIA members for 75

cents.

Circle No. 204 on Subscriber Service Card.

TELEMETRY. A reference bulletin to i

engineers in planning telemetry rece

ing systems has been issued by Tel

Dynamics Inc. The miniature FM Te 1

metry Receiving Systems Bulletin ill

trates typical systems and describes

dividual TDI building-block componer

receivers, subcarrier discriminators, ml

ter controls, record-monitor-mixers, po\

supplies, and pre-wired mounts. Descr

tions also cover the widely used TDI I

commutation Set and Tape Error Cc

pensation System. The bulletin goes ill

detailed examples of systems for recei

ing FM/FM, PAM/FM/FM, PDM/FM
FM signals.

Circle Mo. 205 on Subscriber Servlco Co >

PULSE TRANSFORMERS. A new te.

nical bulletin describing the P Ser

miniature encapsulated pulse tra

formers, designed especially for print

circuit and automatic assembly applii

tions, has just been published by Te

nitrol Engineering Co. The P Series <

wound on high-permeability ferromi

netic cores, resulting in a transforn

design with a high pulse-width to ri

time ratio. The units are available in

number of case styles with a range

pulse widths from 0.05 to 10 mic

seconds for either vacuum tube or tr,

sistor applications. The small height

the transformer case and special pin

rangements make them particularly si

able for printed circuit boards, while

guide key on the side of the ca

which fits cylindrical feed devices, mal

the transformers ideal for producti

runs using automatic assembly machin

Circle No. 206 on Subscriber Service Cai

ANTENNAS. A revised and expand

second edition of the "l-T-E Anten

Handbook" has just been published. 1

l-T-E Circuit Breaker Co. has writ)

strictly for the antenna systems en

neer. This small book provides curves I

estimating antenna performance and t

physical characteristics required

achieve a particular antenna perfor

anee. It should be particularly valual

to those in the fields of radar a

microwave communications.
Circle No. 207 on Subscriber Service Car

TITANIUM. A brochure on titanium d

been published by Harvey Aluminu

The 36-page booklet is intended as

reference for engineers, metallurgis

and designers. A section on how

tanium is made discusses in detail cc

version of the basis ore into sponge ai

melting of sponge into ingot form. T!

publication also describes advantages

titanium covering strength and weigl

high-temperature performance, fatig

strength, corrosion resistance, erosi'

resistance, and thermal properties,

rating chart outlines corrosion properti

of the metal and specifications ai

characteristics of the various titaniu

alloys.

Circle No. 208 on Subscriber Service Cm

SILICON. A catalogue outlining t!

production techniques and various typ

of silicon diodes and transistors h

been released by the Semiconduct

Division of the Sperry Rand Corp.
Circle No. 209 on Subscriber Service Can



REVOLUTION IN DESIGN
itors As revolutionary in design

and engineering as the technological transition

from flying machine to space vehicle... Achieved a

quarter of a century ago, the only regulators which

could be used for the first missile experiments

in the Navy Experimental Station at Annapolis

...still today the standard for the critical control

of high pressure fluids... Now on the threshold

of space, Grove is uniquely prepared —through

advance research and development— to meet
the challenge of even higher pressures ahead.

GROVE POWREACTOR DOME REGULATOR MODEL QH-408-50-6000 PSI INLET. .. 5-3000 PSI REDUCED PRESSURE

GROVE VALVE and REGULATOR COMPANY,
6529 Hollis St., Oakland 8, California • 2559 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 6, California 1

Offices in other principal cities Subsidiary of Walworth

Circle No. 47 on Subscriber Service Card.



New, Electro

instruments I

all-electronic,

totally transistorized

disital voltmeter
50 conversions per second • 1000 megohms input impedance • Fully automatic ranging

L

Model 8409 Voltmeter and Ratiometer

all the features you want in a medium-speed digital voltmeter

3 ranges, 9.999/99.99/999.9 volts

Automatic, manual and remote ranging

Automatic polarity

One digit accuracy

4 digit in-line visual readout

BCD and decimal electrical output

Direct printer operation— local/remote control

New 5%" x 19" front panel

Modular construction throughout

Provision for external reference voltage

Plus accessory modules for every application

AC: All transistorized Model 110;
considerably faster AC/DC conver-
sion than presently available models.

|

Fully automatic ranging and direct E '

AC voltage readout on the Model
8409.

Ohmmeter: All transistorized Model KIM 000. Pro-

vides constant current through test resistor with
negligible power dissipation. Voltage measurements
made across resistor and read out directly in ohms
with fully automatic ranging.

Also scanners, code converter modules, print control
modules and many others to solve all digital problems
— from simple voltmeter applications to complex data
logging systems.

P

Ask your Is representative for complete information.

Electro Instruments, Inc.
3540 Aero Court San Diego 11, California

Circle No. 48 on Subscriber Service Card.




